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WHAT IS AFTER US?

THE VOICE OF ETHICS IN THE
CONVERSATION OF CLIMATE CHANGE

Lately, I have been trying my best to explore the
encounter between ethics—understood as a particular kind of prescriptive discourse—and climate
change—understood as a thoroughgoing public
problem of human and ecological health, with
descriptive and explanatory natural science meWhere we, even where we mean
To mend her we end her,
When we hew or delve:
After-comers cannot guess the beauty been.

BR U CE
JE N N IN G S

—Gerard Manley Hopkins, “Binsey Poplars”

to-be-done, prescriptive ethical values must play
an important role alongside law, technology, and
investment. I am coming to some conclusions.
We must recognize that human health and well-being are intertwined with planetary and ecosystemic

In 1902 when he wrote What Is To Be Done?, his

function and resilience in newly complex ways.

influential theory of what a revolution requires

Both human and natural being are shaped by in-

in order to succeed, Vladimir Lenin saw something unexpected coming into the world—that the
next stage of history would emerge in Russia, a
pre-modern, pre-capitalist country, rather than
in Germany, the most mature European civilization, or in the United States, the rising star of
capitalism. He also saw himself standing on the
threshold of a new age of human emancipation.
The vision was clear; what mattered most was the
strategy, the best way to get across that threshold
into the promised land.
Today our vision is anything but promising, or,
for that matter, clear. The new land offered by
the best science we have and by the most reasonable expectations and conjectures is not one of
equality, empowerment, or progressive human

stitutional structures of neoliberal, capitalist political economy and by cultural systems of consumptive modernity and technocratic post-modernity
on a global scale. It is an exaggeration to say that
human beings totally determine natural processes
or to say that there is no such thing as “nature”
anymore. It is unwarranted to hold that nothing
is ontologically “natural,” in the sense that it can
be understood and valued in its own right or on its
own terms, or ethically “natural,” in that it should
be so understood and valued. But it is correct to
say that, now and for some time past, most environmental and human health hazards originate in
human choices rather than in chance or natural
necessity. Hence, we must now deal with geophysical and bio-ecological manifestations of our economic systems and cultural values. Increasingly
frequent disasters and emergencies bear our fin-

self-realization. It is one of gradual erosion of

gerprints. Gazing in the mirror of climate change,

planetary stability, Holocene climate, biodiversi-

we see our own faces—a few in the foreground, and

ty, ecological resilience, and social and political

many receding behind. This leads to a new what-

order. Geological business as usual, perhaps, if

is-to-be-done, a different governance, policy, and

one takes the very long view, but a profound devolution from the perspective of history measured
in decades and centuries. And that is the only
temporal frame in which the question of what is
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diating the conversation. In the pending what-is-

action agenda in which it isn’t enough to follow or
re-channel the money; we must also follow and reconstruct the interpretations that are given to the
meaning of life and the world.

to be done makes sense for ethics and politics.

Reductions in greenhouse gas emissions will

So Lenin’s question remains to be posed, even

come about only through change at both the level

though his vision has been turned upside down.

of individual behavior and of social norms and
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institutions. In practice, this means that public

ethics—with other forms of moral learning—can

policies must have recourse to values and purpos-

make is to temper and reconstitute self-interest by

es ordinary people will understand if they think

interpreting it in new ways. Does Hopkins’ sober-

and act like interdependent and relational selves.

ing insight have to be the epitaph of our future, or

Ethics must help to promote such thinking and

can we somehow mend nature without ending her?

acting. How else can we ever garner the collective
will to break out of the strictures of the current

THE TIDE ALSO RISES

world system? How else to move beyond social,

I was well into middle age before I added the

economic, and political formations supporting
carbon-based energy systems, thermodynamically unsustainable economic growth, and neo-capitalist concentrations of wealth and power? For
these formations are strictures. Although they
may begin there, solutions must achieve escape
velocity and break free of the gravitational pull of
ideologies of private opulence and public squalor.
One mistake that environmental political thought
made in the 1970s was to define the problem as
a politics of scarcity focusing on possessions that
are exclusive, rather than on a politics of plenitude
focusing on practices that can be shared. Studies
of happiness (think Finland) suggest that relational goods beat exclusive gadgets, hands down.
The politics of falling down and falling behind
in a stratified society is a mug’s game played out
on the bait and switch of raised expectations followed by betrayal and disappointment. One of its
main aims is to perpetuate in large numbers of
people a failure to perceive the underlying forces
of economic and social power that are working
on everyone in the society, albeit with differential

terms “mitigation” and “adaptation” to my vocabulary or spent much time with people who actually used these words frequently. I now see that
they tell a sad tale. A few years ago, mitigation was
the watchword. Its aims were correction, control,
prevention, limitation of further damage. We still
had time to turn things around. If we had the will,
there would be a way. Sober people thought that
atmospheric carbon could be leveled off below
350 parts per million, and global temperature rise
could be kept below two degrees Celsius.
Today, the watchword is adaptation—battening
down the hatches, learning to live with perturbations and stress, reluctantly exchanging security
for resilience. We see that a glacial pace is the top
speed of global climate governance. (Pardon me,
that metaphor doesn’t work well anymore, since
glaciers are receding remarkably fast.) We have
also received scientific updates that warn of the
threshold effects or tipping points at work in the
atmosphere, the oceans, the ice sheets. Points of
no return have rendered prevention irrelevant
for certain phenomena; the discussion is not

effects. This failure of perception is an acquired

whether, but when and how bad. Some sunny

impairment; it is not yet so far gone that it cannot

temperaments see silver linings here, but to have

be replaced with political judgment.

gone from mitigation talk to adaptation talk in

If we are to use self-interest as the primary mo-

such a short time seems ominous to me.

tivating factor in garnering democratic political

A case in point: global sea level rise.1 In 2012 as-

support for climate-smart public policies and the

sumptions for the eventual Paris Agreement set

effective regulation of commercial and private

global mean sea level rise at two meters by 2100.

behavior, then we must rediscover the common

In 2017, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

good. How do we break free of this conundrum? I

Association (NOAA) increased its estimates of

do not believe that we can simply try to bracket the

global mean sea level rise to 2.5 meters (8.2 feet).2

notion of self-interest in the motivational structure

These estimates are changing because massive

of individuals and replace it with some overriding

ice sheets in Greenland and the Antarctic have

moral ideal of duty or principles of justice and be-

begun to collapse more rapidly and extensively

neficence in that sense. The best contribution that

than previously projected. Earlier models did not
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take this into account. Where ice sheet collapse

Speaking of Miami, it is almost the perfect poster

happens changes where the greatest effects will

child for sea-level rise: essentially built on a

be felt. Greenland melting will flood more in the

swamp, economically dependent on real estate

southern hemisphere; the effects of Antarctic ice
collapse will be felt more in the northern hemisphere. There is enough water in Greenland ice
alone to raise the world’s oceans by twenty-two
feet. Land-based ice sheet collapse has a tipping
point, but we don’t know what it is.3

is not strong enough to support a system of physical flood barriers. A beautiful city that must stay
exciting and fun to be economically viable is also
naked and exposed to the sea. Miami’s situation
drives a wedge between reason and self-interest,
and people cannot bring themselves to walk away.

What does seem certain is that steps must be taken

Jorge Perez, one of the city’s real estate moguls,

to adapt to sea-level rise and its related effects—

reacts to these inconvenient truths this way: “No,

some inadequate ones are already underway, like
the gate system in Venice designed to handle rising
waters of about two feet, which, in any case, will be
too expensive to operate as storms become more
frequent. The higher level of the oceans per se is
not the only problem. Sea-level rise is related to the
frequency and severity of coastal storms that bring
dramatic, albeit shorter term, flooding with storm
surges. In 2012 Hurricane Sandy hit New York City
and coastal New Jersey with surge of nine feet. In
the future the average high tide each day in those

I am not worried about [sea-level rise].… I believe
that in twenty or thirty years, someone is going to
find a solution for this.… Besides, by that time, I’ll
be dead, so what does it matter?”5 How does one
begin to respond to thinking like this? Goodell
says that it is not limited to a few, and he has
found that “in Miami, as in every other city in the
world, there is hope that if sea levels rise slowly
enough, it is will erode the politics of denial and
inspire innovation and creative thinking, and the
whole crisis will be manageable.”6

places could be higher than that. A massive infra-

Is this the best we can do? Rely on—even hope

structure will have to be moved. Sea-level rise has

for—a continuing sequence of smallish disasters

happened before in human pre-history, but our

that slowly undermine climate change denial and

ancient ancestors traveled much lighter than we do.

its politics, buying time so that our governance

In sum, a very gradual repositioning of the coast

meaningful about adaptation and resilience?

lines of the world will be punctuated by sudden

systems will actually be able to do something
Perhaps the realistic anticipation of increasingly

disasters of flood damage and relentless incursion

frequent small-scale disasters and their costs will

of salt water into fresh water aquifers. Two out of

be sufficient for some to take action sooner. For

three of the world’s cities are located on coastlines,

example, leaders in the world’s most powerful and

and a large percentage of the world’s population

vulnerable cities have global financial leverage and

live there. Such flooding and fresh water shortages

may be able to create governance networks and set

can be expected to produce massive inland movement of climate refugees. In The Water Will Come,

standards on their own. Such networks can achieve
an end run around recalcitrant nation-states and

Jeff Goodell describes the prospect this way: “For

force the attention of national politicians.7

anyone living in Miami Beach or South Brooklyn

However that may be, these political logics of

or Boston’s Back Bay or any other low-lying coastal
neighborhood the difference between three feet of
sea level rise by 2100 and six feet is the difference
between a wet but livable city and a submerged
city... The difference between three feet and six

soft (or at least decently survivable, “wet but
livable”) landings presuppose that our societies
in coastal areas and elsewhere have the wherewithal to conduct adaptation planning well, and
maybe sneak in some good, old-fashioned mitiga-

feet is the difference between a manageable coastal

tion on the side while they are at it. What should

crisis and a decades-long refugee disaster.”

we be thinking about as we prepare to prepare,

4
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and tourism, and surrounded by a sea floor that
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plan to plan, and put climate change adaptation

Hence, it is important to be as clear as possible

into practice?

about what community means and the work it
can do in guiding adaptive policies and practices.

DISASTER ADAPTATION AS A
COMMON GOOD

Disasters are, by definition, times of extraordinary
circumstance. The injury, suffering, and death
they cause are tragic. But their social and civic

There are three senses of community that I would
like to differentiate.
Community may be understood as an “association”:
a set of individuals for whom others are “influences.”

significance is that disasters bring traits and be-

Community may be understood as a “social

haviors to the surface that are ordinarily latent in

system”: a structure of institutionalized patterns

everyday life. That is the ethical peril and promise

of behavior and norms.

of disasters. Widespread moral indifference and
conflict may arise. But so may widespread responsibility and solidarity.8 To facilitate the promise
and to stave off the peril are the ultimate aims of
disaster planning and preparedness.
Preparedness does not only apply to individuals or
groups. It is also an institutional and cultural capability of whole communities—the capability to plan
and prepare in advance, to respond during the immediate crisis, and to recover afterward. In order
to do this communities need to be able to tap wellsprings of care, cooperation, and cohesiveness when
called upon to do so. Given that an awareness of
pending disaster is growing, as emergencies become
more frequent and widely publicized, and given that
planning for it can and should be a process with
wide community participation, disaster preparedness and adaptation can be used by civic leaders to
promote a sense of personal and civic responsibility.
Having recourse to the language of community membership responsibility and the common
good—as I think we must in order to develop a
sound ethical view of climate change adaptation and disaster planning—is often challenged
because the spurious use of the concept can often
project a pseudo-We that is manipulated behind
the scenes by an elite few. When a perception of
exclusion, racial and ethnic division, and injustice is widespread, skepticism about notions like

Community may be understood as a “civitas”: a
space of deliberation and action for the common
good. In this space individual agents acting together both reproduce and change the social and
cultural context of their agency. That is to say, in
the space of community, institutions and power,
meaning and norms can change for the better in
our lives. When that space is gone, things can be
changed more easily for the worse.
My suggestion is that climate change adaptation
and disaster planning, such as that provoked by
impending intense storm activity, flooding, and
sea-level rise, offers the opportunity to nurture
and strengthen the dimension of civitas in our
lives together. My further thought is that neither
thinking like members of an association, nor like
functional units in a social system, will be sufficient in a hazardous world. No—in order to be
truly prepared and resilient, we must also be able
think like citizen-members of a civitas, a common
good; a “commonwealth,” as the old political philosophers used to say.
Disaster planning and adaptation should be marked
with civic values like reasonableness, transparency,
inclusiveness, and accountability. These values are
clear and intuitive enough, and there is no need to
belabor them. In order to clarify a civic perspective
on disaster preparedness more fully, I would like
to contrast it with an alternative perspective—one

community and the common good grows. More

arguably more influential in American thinking in

localized and particularistic group identifications

these libertarian and neoliberal times. From this

are said to be the only authentic ones. While un-

point of view, adaptation planning is a specialized

derstandable, this attitude is ultimately ethically

and technical service provided by trained experts

hobbling and politically debilitating.

and purchased by communities to promote their
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interests. The contrast I want to draw is between

participation. This is what it means to call climate

this “consumer model” understanding of adapta-

adaptation and disaster planning a type of public

tion, and a “civic model.”

or civic work. It is not simply “used” by the people

The consumer model understands safety and preparedness as commodities that members of an
association purchase from elites and experts with
their tax dollars. They are buying a professional
service, and emergency preparedness is a contractual relationship. As in all professional contracts,
it involves the best efforts of one party to protect
and promote the individual interests of the other
party. For their part, clients agree to abide by the
advice of the professional.
What assumptions are being made when we hold
that climate adaptation and disaster preparedness are professional, technical services best left
to experts? The consumer model assumes that
scientific, social, and cultural knowledge of a specialized kind is sufficient for the task. It assumes
that local and contextual knowledge of particular
communities and places is not required.
The civic model understands the ability to plan,
to adapt and be prepared, and to be resilient as
acquired capabilities—effective functionings—of
communities and individuals. Climate change adaptation and disaster preparedness are not commodities to be purchased; they are a type of public
work and participatory practice. In this practice,
not only are plans drawn, social media and tele-

of the entire community about the value of the
lives and health of its members, of its bioregional ecology, and of the Earth system as a living
whole. On this view, it is entirely appropriate to
emphasize broad, inclusive participation and
community engagement in the planning process.
Adaptation planning and disaster preparedness in
the coming decades will emerge as an increasingly
central and sustaining aspect of the life of strong
democratic communities. To paraphrase the playwright Bertolt Brecht, unhappy the land that has
disasters, and unhappy the land that needs them.9
Would that democracy could find its strength in
other ways.
Disaster adaptation as a civic practice and public
work redefines the relationship between political
and technical elites and citizens. It is less like a
contract between expert provider and needy recipient and more like a covenant, an agreement
among those with moral standing that establishes commitments of responsibility for each and
has a donative element that goes beyond a mere
quid pro quo. As J. Ronald Engel formulates the
importance of covenant, “the covenantal worldview reconciles human existence and ecological
integrity in one unified moral and natural order

phone trees activated, sandbags filled, and people

whose realization is both the precondition and the

in peril rescued, but widespread grassroots dis-

outcome of the unique vitality of each unique in-

cussion takes place, well in advance of both the

dividual and life-form.”10

final plans and the disaster event itself.

Another perceptive student of the covenantal

In these discussions both information and un-

tradition, William F. May, indicates how a cove-

certainty are shared. Options are weighed. Value

nant differs from a contract, much as a consum-

priorities are debated and established. Limited

er model of adaptation planning differs from a

resources are anticipated and mitigated through

civic model:

contingency plans. Local, contextualized knowledge is seen as relevant to the success or failure
of the emergency plan and is sought out through
engagement with lay communities.

8   BRUCE JENNINGS

who benefit from it. Instead, it is an expression

Contracts are signed to be expediently discharged, covenants have a gratuitous, growing
edge to them that nourishes rather than limits
relationships... There is a donative element

Difficult value choices and priorities are not

in the nourishing of covenant... Tit for tat

viewed through the logic of paternalist expertise

characterizes a commercial transaction, but

but through representative voice and deliberative

it does not exhaustively define the vitality of
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that relationship in which one must serve and

the denial of rights and justice; and on the slow,

draw upon the deeper reserves of another.11

accumulating disaster of biodiversity loss.

For the sake of successful climate adaptation

We gear up for blows that wound society. Why

later, we should attend now to how we think about

then should we ignore slow poisons that deform,

the practice of disaster preparedness. Nowadays

deface, and sap our sense of community and the

there is a tendency to confuse the identity of the

common good, from which it is much harder to

person as a consumer and the identity of the

recover? Addressing these conditions—the social

person as a citizen. Even worse, there are forces—

determinants of ecological disaster, as it were—is

mainstream media conventions, social media in-

a great challenge, but it is the thing that ultimate-

fluences, campaign financing laws—at work that

ly matters most. What is coming after us? After-

hollow out our citizenship so that it is reduced to

comers may not know the old beauty, but the

little more than a strategic, consumptive competi-

degree of health, integrity, and beauty of the land

tion or a spectator sport.
Earlier I said that adaptation and disaster planning
offers the opportunity to nurture and strengthen
the dimension of civitas and the common good in
our lives together. Here are some of the reasons
I believe this to be true—or, at any rate, worth a
try. The memory of recent disasters, or the prospect of impending ones, focuses the mind and
seems to stretch the attention span as few other
issues do. Nothing is more boring than emergency
planning when practiced in its paternalistic and
consumptive mode, but active, deliberative participation in climate action planning can engage
people in ways that renew or strengthen their own
sense of civic responsibility and membership. It
may also reinforce the health of those organizations of neighborhood and civil society that make
up the infrastructure of civic life and are integral
to the ability to recover from disaster and dislocation. The trick is to allow adaptation planning,
undertaken before disasters in the relative calm
of normal times, to range widely and searchingly.
Adaptation preparedness from a civic perspective
is not only about the relatively sudden hazards and
disasters that cannot be ignored—such as the prolonged drought of the Dust Bowl, whose cloud and
shadow reached Washington, DC in 1934 (on May
11, the very day Congress was holding a hearing
on what to do about this on-going catastrophe),
or the manifestations of global climate change in
the hurricanes, floods, earthquakes, and pandemics of more recent times.12 It must also be brought
to bear on the long emergency of inequality and

they will find is still up for grabs and down to us.

Bruce Jennings is Senior Fellow at the Center
for Humans and Nature and editor-in-chief of
Minding Nature. His most recent book is Ecological
Governance: Toward a New Social Contract with the
Earth (West Virginia University Press, 2016).
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Frog Pond Philosophy
STRACHAN DONNELLEY

S

everal years ago, after fishing an evening mayfly hatch
for wild brook and brown trout, I sat by a northern
Wisconsin pond, Brock Pond, sipping Old Grand-Dad

whiskey, smoking a cigarette, croaking along with the frogs—
all good subversive behavior according to civilized, urban
standards. Suddenly a philosophic lightning bolt shuddered
through my body. The universe burst forth into sound with
the croak of a frog. Before, there had been a vast, meaningless
silence of whirling forces. Now there was sound, a sounder,
and an audience appreciative of the character and quality of
the sound, which was laced with subtle meanings and significance. Before a soundless universe; now a soundful universe, a
cosmological frog leap forward.
No doubt my memory of the details is selective. Probably there
were pre-frog murmurings to be overheard. But the basic philosophic insight of the cosmological emergence of sound (as
well as life) seems right, and Brock Pond ever since has been
for me a sacred time and place for philosophic reflection.
Actually, I have lately been thinking about our world and

changed. We “central ones” take all the natural resources that
we need for ourselves (billions of us), leaving what is left over
for the rest of the pond’s creatures, present and future. We in-

its evolutionary life as one vast, temporally deep frog pond,

dustriously pursue our economies and technologies, spewing

serving as the wider natural context of our humanly cultural

our wastes into the pond, recycling some of these wastes, but

adventures. I think back to the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

not enough. Few seem to care or even to know what we are

turies and the modern ontological and scientific revolution—a

doing, and all of us, like it or not, live more or less in the middle

job left only half finished. Perhaps the New Science of the six-

of the pond.

teenth century moved the sun and earth away from the center
of the universe, but thanks to personal gods, universal reason,

A few individuals, Aldo Leopold among others, have digest-

language, and other cultural talents, we humans still consider

ed the Darwinian message and are morally and practically

ourselves at the center of all things significant and meaningful,

anxious to move us humans off-center, to find a seemly and

right in the middle of the frog pond. Despite Darwin, little has

right lily pad upon which to live and croak, morally moved
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by a central concern for the overall and indefinite well-being
of the frog pond as a whole. This is only a frog pond version
of Leopold’s land ethic, but neither has penetrated our urban
centers and minds, where so much fateful human action and
decision making take place.

I have lately been thinking about our
world and its evolutionary life as one vast,
temporally deep frog pond, serving as
the wider natural context of our humanly
cultural adventures.
Let me take one more philosophic turn around the pond in

Strachan Donnelley fly-fishing philosopher

hope that it might somehow help. Prompted by the notions of
orchestral causation and emergent individuals, I have begun
to think of genomes, human or other, as scores of music, say
a symphonic poem or Mozart’s Requiem. Imagine the score
in the hands respectively of elementary school, high school,
college, and professional orchestras, soloists, and choruses.
Given the differing contexts, we would expect to emerge different phenotypical results, more or less artfully expressed. So
it is with uniquely diverse genomes in their uniquely different contexts.
But is not this the realm of life, the frog pond, itself? There
are billions upon billions of organisms with their innumerable genomes, a vast realm of historical interaction provoking
the expressions of scores of natural music, some bursting into
sound, some taking other naturally artful forms. What an incredible realm of historically engendered existence! So much
value ongoingly bursting forth into being.
But then there is this problem at the center of the frog pond,

animate being, if any at all. Relatively or absolutely, there might
be only the soundless, the valueless, the boundless. We would
then need to replace the Benedictus of Mozart’s Requiem with
a contrite Ignoramus.
Urban philosophers and ethicists of mainstream utilitarian
or deontological persuasions will be of little help here. They
remain at the center of the pond, all too humanly bound and
concerned. We need more measured reflections. We will need
bullfrog philosophers who somehow can forcibly express the
pond’s natural music and the complexly intertwined and interactive symphonies that need to be protected and reinforced.
Perhaps it will only be by such philosophic and moral music,
or other value expression, that we will be able to penetrate and
awaken urban ears, including our own. How else are we going
to save nature’s protean but vulnerable sacred time and space,
our earthly frog pond? This is urgent business that knows
no bounds.

that small section of the natural orchestra that refuses artfully
and harmoniously to blend in with the others, risking discordant cacophony in following its own tune. In fact, by its misadventures, it is destroying or degrading the genomic scores
of other individuals and species of life. (We are told we are
amidst a “human extinction” event.) The grand symphony of
life and its future is being seriously marred and degraded. If we
humans do not tune in, the pond literally might become frogless, humanless, and soundless. Such a lapse into disvalue and

Strachan Donnelley (1942-2008) was founder and president of the
Center for Humans and Nature. His book Frog Pond Philosophy:
Essays on the Relationship between Humans and Nature, from
which this essay is drawn, was published by the University Press of
Kentucky in 2018.
From Strachan Donnelley, Frog Pond Philosophy, eds. Ceara
Donnelly and Bruce Jennings (University Press of Kentucky, 2018).
Used with permission.

lifelessness is a potential ontological and cosmological evil that
vastly overshadows the pleasures, pains, life plans, and deaths
of individual organisms, human or other. The wonderful and
complex interplay of the bounded, boundaries, and the boundless threatens to become unraveled, leaving insignificant life or
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Life and the Ethics
of Responsibility
STRACHAN DONNELLEY

B

oris Pasternak, in “Translating Shakespeare,” speaks
of Hamlet as one whom chance has allocated “the role
of judge of his own times and servant of the future,”

the high destiny of “a life devoted ... to a heroic task.”1 Hans

Jonas was such a judge and can do great service for our future.
In The Imperative of Responsibility: In Search of an Ethics for
the Technological Age, Jonas casts a critical eye upon the unprecedented powers of modern technological civilization.2 He
fears that our age is rapidly moving toward global ecological
and human disaster. Nature, specifically the realm of organic
life, cannot long withstand the technological assault. Jonas
calls upon us to renounce utopian dreams of human mastery
over the conditions of life and to exercise a new responsibility
commensurate with our novel powers. Our ethical responsibility, and our fateful ontological option, is to do what is necessary to ensure the ongoing, worldly integrity of man and living
nature into the indefinite future.
The signaling of ecological and moral crisis is by now commonplace. However, Jonas’s recognition that traditional systems
of ethics lack the resources to cope with our unprecedented
technological powers, and his endeavor to fill the philosophic and practical vacuum with an “ethics of responsibility,” are
anything but ordinary (ix–x, 128). The fashioning of a new
ethics of responsibility is Jonas’s heroic task, summoning the
full resources of his philosophic abilities and originality. We
are taken into previously uncharted waters, and it is important
to appreciate carefully the nature and force of his argument.
According to Jonas, the very forces that have spawned our new
and fateful powers of action, in particular the twin giants of

technological successes, have conquered our minds. Philosophy
and ethics have been set in disarray, just when they are needed
the most. At the heart of the conquest is scientific materialism’s
forcible theoretical denial of the autonomy of thought and the
reality of intrinsic values, ethical or otherwise (22–23).
The modern philosophy of nature is the crux of our philosophic
problems and the chief obstacle to an adequate theory of ethical
obligations. Jonas squarely fastens on this cardinal issue. He
held that the initial fateful move came historically amidst the
rise of modern science, with Descartes’s dualistic partition of
the world into res extensa and res cogitans. All purpose, subjectivity, and value were banished from nature into mind.

modern science and technology, have significantly undermined

Nature was left valueless and dead, a mere play of mechani-

philosophy and ethical theory. The modern philosophy of nature

cal forces or efficient causation, just as the new mathematical

and its practical applications, scientific materialism and its

science required. Correlatively, organic life was written out of
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this philosophic scene altogether. Organisms were reduced to

we were not biological organisms, we would and could not be

natural mechanisms. Thinking and its valuations, including

efficaciously purposive subjects or minds.

ethics, reasonably held their own as long as the autonomy of
the mind was upheld, as with Descartes and Kant. Yet logically
even here all values and valuations had to be decidedly anthropocentric or theocentric. At least, they could not concern the
intrinsic worth of nature, for now by metaphysical fiat it had
none. Moreover, backed by the successful thrust of scientific
materialism, belief or confidence in an extramundane deity and
the autonomy of mind or reason was undercut. Even anthropocentric values lost a legitimate home and any philosophic justification. Blind and arational forces of nature reign supreme,
in theory if not in practice. Such forces require and can have no
philosophic, rational, or ethical justification (22–23).

Further, we know and must take seriously the now incontrovertible fact that all organic life has evolved out of and remains within
nature. This fact, coupled with the ultimate organic and worldly
grounds of all subjective and mental activities, blocks the serious
entertainment of dualistic theses and the intrusion of mind,
subjectivity, or soul from some anatural elsewhere (66–67).
Philosophically we can no longer accept anatural or antinatural
ontological principles. We are all, or should be, post-Darwinian,
scientists and philosophers alike. In any case, radical Cartesian
dualisms and their like have always been hounded by fatal flaws
of incoherence or inconsistency, the problem of bringing dual
features of reality—for example, mind and body—rationally to-

This is the dominant cultural and philosophic situation that con-

gether. Things fundamentally or substantially dissimilar do not

fronts us and that requires such radical measures to overcome—

easily fit into a single scheme of things. The urge toward a philo-

measures needed to save philosophy, ethical theory, and perhaps

sophic “monism” that respects the full diversity and complexity

in the end the very existence of man and organic life. Although

of the real has always been the more rationally attractive option.

The Imperative of Responsibility aims foremost at establishing
our practical obligations in the face of technological power and
potential ecological disaster, Jonas’s argument unobtrusively
but crucially involves an explicit and damning critique of the
philosophy of nature and the philosophy of mind espoused by
scientific materialism (205 ff.). Out of the ruins of the discredit-

All purpose, subjectivity, and value were
banished from nature into mind. Nature
was left valueless and dead, a mere play
of mechanical forces or efficient causation.

ed philosophic materialism, Jonas speculatively proposes a new
theory of nature that philosophically rehabilitates nature, life,
mind, and objective values, and that serves as the ontological
and justifying ground of the new ethics of responsibility.
NATURE REVALUED: THE PHILOSOPHY OF
PURPOSIVE BEING

Jonas begins his substantive speculations and the crucial philosophic rehabilitation of nature by returning to human subjectivity its own self-validating credentials (64–65). We are
what we seem. Philosophically, this means taking the inner
testimony of our subjective life seriously. This specifically
entails recognizing the circumscribed potency of subjectivity
and crediting the reality of efficacious purposes in determining
autonomous trains of thought and bodily activities.
Moreover, in philosophical speculation we must bow before
well-established scientific and empirical facts. Minds or subjectivity are nowhere found independent of physical, organic
bodies. In fact, we know directly from inner experience that
the activities of mind are impossible without our bodies and
the surrounding world. The mind lives off the primary objects

Jonas explicitly adheres to this rational desire to weave a coherent story of man and nature. He starts with the self-evident and widely attested fact of man’s subjective potency and
employs an eminently sensible philosophic method. Whereas
science reduces natural phenomena to their underlying physical causes, which “explain” them scientifically (the “reductionist method”), philosophy in its “interpretation” of concrete
nature must work regressively (69 ff.). If man is thoroughly a
natural and organic being, and if man exhibits the reality of
effective purposes, then purposiveness must be a fundamental principle of reality, reigning in various degrees of intensity
throughout nature, as intertwined with “physical” or efficient
causation. Nature manifestly shows itself in man, and we must
“work back” from the evidence of ourselves.
Human interests, aims (purposes), feelings (emotions), thinking, and bodily activities are all intertwined natural principles
and as such can be judiciously or critically employed in philosophically interpreting, if not scientifically explaining, the
natural realm (71–72).

of its thoughts, the world abroad, and the interests and emo-

In sum, these characteristic human features naturally result

tions arising from the worldly involved organism. In short, if

from and are ongoingly involved in the dynamics of the natural
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realm. Using the regressive method and brooking no radical

These philosophic reflections and speculations bring us di-

leaps or discontinuities in nature (philosophic monism re-

rectly to our contemporary cultural and ethical situation. The

quires such a principle of continuity [69]), we are rationally

ontological facts and achieved results of purposive nature and

justified in asserting that effective purposiveness is a funda-

our natural estate determine both the capacity and the need for

mental feature of natural being.

ethical responsibility.3 We now urgently require a substantive

This is decisive. This basic assertion underlies Jonas’s bold and
original speculative philosophy. The philosophic interpretation
of the world and ourselves undergoes a systematic sea change.
Most fundamentally, nature is rehabilitated as a significant
realm of existence. It is a realm that harbors its own overall
value and specific concrete values, its own intrinsic goodness,

philosophy to reveal and to clarify our objective obligations.
In us, purposive nature has potentially overrun herself (138).
The vulnerability and finitude of nature and ourselves—with
the threats to nature’s goodness and intrinsic worth that issue
from newly empowered, technological man—must be met by
our aboriginal but circumscribed powers to say no to not-being (139–40).

and its own “ends-in-themselves” (80 ff.). The materialist’s
nature, we recall, is inherently valueless, a mere dynamic concatenation of blind physical forces, in which there is no true
subjectivity or activity. It is merely and contingently there, indifferent to itself. With respect to value, it is indistinguishable
from nothingness or nonbeing.
Not so with purposive nature
or being. Individual instances of subjective activity and
purpose are the concrete
self-affirmations

of

being

in the face of the ever-present potential of not-being
or nothingness (81). With
subjectivity there is an ever-recurrent

and

active

“no-to-nonbeing,” a primordial self-assertion that intrinHans Jonas

sically matters to being itself.
For Jonas, nature is any-

NATURE AND ETHICS: THE THEORY OF
RESPONSIBILITY

Jonas’s theory of ethical responsibility rests on violating two
cardinal principles of modern philosophy: there can be no
metaphysical truth, and no “ought” can be derived from what
“is.” Both tenets hold within a philosophy crucially determined
by scientific materialism (44). If scientific, empirically verifiable knowledge is the epistemic benchmark for all that we can
know or understand, then metaphysics, which offers a “speculative,” conceptual comprehension of reality, must be an idle
pursuit (45). If nature or being is, as the materialism takes it
to be, an inherently valueless physical realm, then indeed no
“ought” can be derived from an “is” (130). Valueless being
can offer no clues about what would be for the better or for
the worse, let alone establish the foundation of ethical obligation. But nature and life are not devoid of inherent ontological
value. Over crucial matters, the fundamental ontological facts
of selves and the world determine what we ought, and ought
not, to do (131 ff.).

thing but a realm of indifference. With purposiveness, natural

This philosophic reintroduction of value into nature has its

reality becomes inherently dramatic. In ontologically staving

darker side. In an indifferent nature, nothing can harm, and

off nonbeing, it creates its own particular forms, values, and

nothing can be harmed. The opposite holds in purposive nature.

goodness in passing. (A concrete, natural value is the mating

Under its own worldly spur, nature evolves concrete purposive

of individual purposive activity and definite form.) The pri-

individuals, acting subjects, that are by ontological necessity

mordial value and goodness of “nature active” is precisely this

finite, mortal, and vulnerable (5, 81). In their self-constituting

purposive staving off of nothingness and valuelessness. There

self-affirmations, the natural actors do not merely face blank

is an “infinite distance,” an incommensurability, between pur-

nothingness. Rather, they necessarily face and essentially

posive being and nothingness (46). Concrete purposive activi-

depend on each other and on dynamically evolving nature as a

ties, laden with their own particular values, are emphatic being

whole. In its various and recurrent self-affirmations, purposive

over against the purposeless nothing, an absolute chasm never

activity is fundamentally the meeting of natural, biological ne-

“in reality” to be traversed. Thus individual purposive beings

cessities and the confrontation with worldly others to which the

are the aboriginal and self-justifying “ends-in-themselves,”

purposive individual is essentially tied (198). This is the funda-

ontologically harboring intrinsic “value-in-itself” and “good-

mental message of the metabolic existence of biological organ-

ness-in-itself” (81, 83).

isms, nature’s most elaborate entities. (Metabolic existence and
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purposiveness go hand in hand.) Organisms can be only by ever

Correlatively, with our anchoring in natural reality, we are en-

becoming and by riding the crest of relation to the worldly other.

lightened about our status in the scheme of things and about

In this necessary truck with the world abroad, an organism’s

our circumscribed powers and inherent limitations. In Jonas’s

purposes can be frustrated and its achievements destroyed, most

monistic vision, we are interpreted as purposive nature’s most

importantly its own active endeavor to be. To gain entrance into

elaborate performance, engendered in its dynamic ongoing-

the worldly web of purposive existence is to assume a circum-

ness. In us, efficacious purposiveness has become emphatical-

scribed potency constantly threatened and eventually overcome.

ly subjective and individual, conscious and desiring of itself,

In short, the fundamental value and goodness of nature active

moving decisively beyond organic others (129). In our interde-

and its inherent vulnerability are intrinsically tied together.
To understand critically Jonas’s substantive philosophic vision
of nature, we must be clear about what he means, and does not
mean, by natural purposiveness and his regressive analysis. He
does not claim that conscious human subjectivity is diffused
throughout nature in more or less minimal forms. Subjective
activity does not necessarily imply consciousness, and purposiveness as such presupposes neither (72–73). To gain a coherent picture of dynamically evolving nature, Jonas speculatively
posits concrete instances of “psyche,” striving, or aim (that is,
purposiveness) that are not individual organisms or subjects in
the emphatic biological sense (71). These “inorganic” strivings

pendence, in our essential relations with nature and our own
human past, present, and future, we have become nature’s most
significant actors. We are purposive nature become cultural, political, scientific, technological, artistic, religious, philosophical,
and moral. But all these decidedly human powers and characteristics are circumscribed and limited. They have not flown in
from elsewhere, with an adequacy and sufficiency all their own.
They are the issue of the slow evolutionary workings of nature,
of which we more and more have become an active agent (27).

In an indifferent nature, nothing can harm,
and nothing can be harmed.

underlie a natural “telos” of the universe to evolve concrete instances of organic life and individual subjects proper (74–75).
(The cosmic reality of purposiveness underlies the advent of

Powers of sensory discrimination, emotion, thought, and

subjectivity and conscious mentality; subjectivity and mind do

bodily activity have evolved to meet worldly necessities and

not underlie the reality of purposiveness.) Living organisms

to take advantage of worldly opportunities. No powers have

are concrete intensifications of nature’s primordial purposive-

been greater than the sustained emotional interest, the vivid

ness, the means employed to realize the overall general aim of

imagination, and the conceptual thought that are the natural

nature, which is to gain an effective natural foothold and em-

dynamos behind our science and technology. But even here

pathic intensification of purposiveness itself, being’s own effort

we remain nature’s creatures, plagued and perhaps blessed

to be. Thus Jonas speculatively interprets the coming-to-be of

by mortality, finitude, and vulnerability. We are neither gods

organic and human life within the natural universe (75).

nor angels. Jonas emphasizes that we are by nature better

effective purposiveness is a fundamental
feature of natural being.

equipped to perceive error than to discover final truth, to
recognize an imposing malum than to ascertain clearly the
summum bonum (27). Life more or less lives straightforwardly until pressed. Scientific, philosophic, and moral insight are
born as much from worldly crisis as from indwelling eros and

This means that, ontologically, intrinsic value, goodness, and
“ends-in-themselves” are not inherently tied to human subjectivity or consciousness. In varying degrees, they are spread
throughout nature, most emphatically in the organic realm of
life and perhaps minimally beyond. This blocks any overweening anthropocentric vision of the world and philosophically

are always “unfinished.”
The key to the objective grounding of obligations and the
moving of ethics beyond the bounds of the arbitrary subjective
will of man is to discover intrinsic value or a final “good-initself” within being (49, 77–78, 84). Jonas recognizes this intrinsic goodness in the general purposiveness and the concrete

establishes the objective status of intrinsic values, the good,

purposive beings of nature (75). Such ultimate value and good-

and self-justifying natural beings and activities. The realm of

ness, constituted by entities actively fending off nonbeing—the

value no longer threatens to be swallowed up and lost in an

struggle within metabolic life between being and nothingness—

arbitrary human subjectivity or will radically independent of

has a moral claim on human action. It should subsist. It should

the natural world.

be preserved. The goodness of the self-affirmation of being, in
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which being is concerned with itself, is its own justification and
is recognized as such by us, thanks to our own aboriginal status
as self-affirming, purposive beings (80).
This primordial “ontological ought” becomes a “moral ought”
in the worldly situation in which we find ourselves (80 ff.).
Naturally purposive beings, who “ought-to-be” and who are
intrinsically finite and vulnerable, come within the reaches of
our human power (92 ff.). We can affect them for better or for
worse; we can wrong or harm them or benefit and allow them
to pursue. Moreover, we are aware of our power and responsibility to do what sustains the good of vulnerable life. In virtue of
our native, worldly powers of controlled action, knowing, and
circumscribed freedom, the “ought-to-be” of the vulnerable
ones becomes the “ought-to-do” of ourselves (89, 93, 129 ff.).
Natural being significantly determines human moral action.

existence. Concrete life carries on only by a metabolic mode
of existence that requires individual encroachment on the
worldly, organic other and the symbiotic balance of the biospheric whole (137). Nestled within this wider realm of life,
there have evolved the purposive powers of man, his freedom
from nature as within nature. Among these powers is moral
responsibility itself, which requires the intertwined capacities
of sensory discrimination, emotional feeling, rational insight,
will, and bodily activity.
Man’s complex, native power of moral responsibility is what
the organic realm of life objectively, if silently, addresses. The
“cause of the world,” the upholding of the already realized manifoldness and intensity of purposive being, objectively binds us
to protect and promote the ongoing realization and integrity of
man and organic nature into the indefinite future (38 ff.).

The feeling of objective obligations to valuable and vulnerable
others is the feeling of responsibility, for which nature has prepared us in the intimate family relation of parent and child (85,
95). The newly born needy one, instinct with purposive life and
human capacities to come, ever threatened with nonbeing, addresses those who brought it into existence with the “demand”
for care (134). To respond to the insistent demand that issues
from the newborn is to act responsibly. Not to do so is to be irresponsible. Over this natural responsibility, there is no choice.
Our moral freedom is tied (95). This paradigm of responsibility
for our own offspring is the model for the responsibility for the
care of all of life and nature.

In a time of overweening and collective technological power,

It is out of such native soil of worldly responsibility that we
have creatively evolved as complex moral creatures and philosophically can develop a fleshed-out theory of ethical responsibility (98 ff.).

ic “images of man,” must find its realization in the indefinite

the fundamental value and goodness of
nature active and its inherent vulnerability
are intrinsically tied together.

with its indefinite global and temporal reach, we are ethically enjoined to take care and be cautious (38). Human powers
of action dangerously outstrip capacities for knowledge and
wisdom. We are to do nothing that would throw evolved man
and nature disastrously off balance, threaten their creative
being, and thwart their emergent complexity. With respect to
man, this specifically means ensuring the continuing potential
for morally responsible action—that man’s circumscribed but
potent capacities for freely taking care of himself and the world
be kept intact (99 ff., 117). The concrete ontological essence
of man, and whatever we can discern of it in our philosophworldly future (43). Given the essential interdependence of
all life, this necessarily further entails protecting the ongoing
integrity of the organic realm, whose intrinsic goodness and
decided significance for the humanly good life already lay objective obligations on us, independent of narrow self-interest
(8, 136). The demise of either man or organic nature, but most
emphatically of nature’s “highest creature,” would be an infinite
loss. That we, through irresponsible ignorance or indifference,
should be responsible for such an infinite loss, such an ultimate

The substantive content of an ethics of responsibility is determined by the particular ontological facts that pertain to both

sin against the goodness of being, should make us shudder (42
ff.). We should cringe before the possibility of such guilt.

the objects and the subjects of ethical obligation. This is ethics

In sum, the objective goodness of things that “ought-to-be”

determined by the concrete, fundamental nature of the constit-

should determine our subjective moral life, our “ought-to-feel,”

uents of the world, imperatives arising from the abiding char-

“ought-to-think,” and “ought-to-do”—a harmony of objective

acter of organic and human life.

and subjective being prepared for us, if imperfectly, by nature.

To repeat the fundamental facts, organisms, as mortal and vul-

Jonas squarely faces both the goodness of life and the world and

nerable purposive beings, necessarily live an interdependent

our own potentialities for good and evil. He unsentimentally
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accepts and affirms the metabolic rigors of organic being, that

Mayr traces the roots of our moral life back to evolutionary pro-

life must use life in order to be itself (131). He recognizes the

cesses that include, of course, evolved genetic programs and

goodness of finitude and mortality, of purposive being ever be-

their interactions with somatic and worldly environments.4

ginning anew out of its past achievements (19). He judicious-

These genetic programs, Mayr recurrently insists, are often

ly measures our circumscribed powers and, while clear-eyed

open-ended. We humans, thanks to our time-honed genetic

about limitations of human powers, calls for their humane, cre-

backing, can learn from experience, enter into and creatively

ative, and effective use. We must learn to circumvent inveterate

evolve human cultures, and decide things for ourselves, freely

ignorance and unknowing powers of action. We need further to

and responsibly, within worldly (including genetic) constraints

develop native powers of feeling, especially the capacity to fear

and opportunities. There is in Mayr no genetic, environmental,

malum, and to exercise vivid and speculative imagination to

or cultural determinism, bane of the cruder forms of behavior-

envisage far-off possibilities of evil, thereby bringing to con-

ism and sociobiology. (Mayr is not what Jonas calls an “epi-

scious light the goodness that is already here in actuality and
potentiality (27 ff.). All this is to serve, to clarify, and to deepen
our objective responsibilities to ourselves and the world, which
are most fundamentally to protect ourselves and the world

phenomenalist.”) The future is open, undecided, in principle
unpredictable, and we have become increasingly significant
actors in it, often for the worse.

from our own misadventures, practical and theoretical.

Characteristically, Mayr’s ethical interests and reflections are

Here Jonas shows himself to be the advocate of organic and

we are truly to live up to culturally honored democratic ideals

human life, the world, and their future (125–26). He is the
champion of circumscribed purposive freedom ever meeting
worldly necessity (135, 198). Thus he sternly judges utopian
drifts and dreams—man trying to get out of nature by technologically conquering her, the urge to escape the rigors of
worldly life and to get off scot-free (194 ff.).
With all this sober judgment of his own times and his call for
us to face objective obligations to the future, Jonas’s ethics of
responsibility is intrinsically neither ascetic nor grim. It is not
a call to abstract or anatural duty, nor to angelic perfection.
The required responsibility is for the objective and natural

also centrally informed by evolutionary biology and ecology. If
and strive for equal opportunity for all, for example, Mayr
insists that we must devise plural modes of education for our
citizens, young and old. We do not all have the same capacities
or learn in the same way. There is much human biodiversity
amidst human commonalties. Mayr’s moral pluralism is undergirded by his populational thinking, by his recognition of
individual differences.

This paradigm of responsibility for our own
offspring is the model for the responsibility
for the care of all of life and nature.

goodness of organic life, the world, and ourselves, in potentiality if not always in fact (201–2). This service to life and call
to worldly virtue carries its own inner rewards. The good name
thus returned to responsibility is the issue of ethics having
gone natural and having realigned itself with the intrinsic and
palpable goodness of being.
PRIMARY EXPERIENCE AND THE RENEWAL OF
PHILOSOPHY

Before developing our interpretation of Jonas further, let us
pause to contrast once more [Ernst] Mayr and Jonas, this time

Further, Mayr is centrally exercised over our biologically ill-informed emphases on individual interests and freedoms at the
expense of communal and systemic needs. The latter must be
seriously and adequately addressed if we are to flourish in the
future. Mayr joins Aldo Leopold and other conservationists in
the call to responsibility for nature’s future well-being.
Jonas likewise champions our worldly responsibilities for the
human and natural future. This is the heart and soul of The

in terms of their respective accounts of morality and contem-

Imperative of Responsibility. He similarly traces the full

porary ethical responsibilities. Both Mayr and Jonas consider

reaches of human morality and responsibility back to natural,

themselves enlightened, post-Darwinian anthropocentrists,

organic origins—but to the human parent-child relation, to

with responsibilities to humankind foremost, intrinsically con-

the natural feeling and unchosen responsibility for the utterly

joined with responsibilities to nature both for its own sake and

needy and vulnerable but intrinsically valuable infant, with all

because of our intricate implication in and dependence on a

its promise (130 ff.). Jonas does not trace moral capacities back

well-functioning, flourishing nature. However, the two arrive

further into natural time, à la Mayr. Rather, he takes a charac-

at this moral Rome by decidedly different ethical roads.

teristic metaphysical and existentialist turn (46 ff., 79 ff.). The
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intrinsic or fundamental value of all animate life and organic

Jonas’s moral reflections, arguments, and exhortations are

beings originates in the aboriginal ontological revolution—the

timely and compelling. They carry the ring of truth. Yet equally

purposive “no-to-nonbeing,” the active individual assertion of

significant is his explicit call to the serious renewal of specula-

the worldly self, the precarious and ultimately futile staving off

tive philosophy or metaphysics, as intimately related to ethics.

of death. The more complexly active and capacitated the effort,

Jonas’s arguments typically move back and forth between

the weightier or higher the moral stakes. When life’s capacities include moral responsibility itself, as with humankind, we
come upon an absolute moral threshold and an ultimate categorical imperative, ontological as well as moral: humankind,
and the nature so necessary to humankind and to a morally
responsible life, “ought to be.” Over this imperative, we have
no freedom to choose. Moral responsibility, in potentiality and
actuality, harbored in human beings and being human, is for
Jonas the ultimate good in itself.
In the main, Mayr would agree with the conclusions, but perhaps
not with the philosophy. Though Jonas in The Imperative of
Responsibility explicitly and critically supersedes Kant’s “here
and now” categorical imperatives, Jonas’s moral arguments
retain an unmistakable Kantian ring, a sense of transcendent
absoluteness (11). “Humanity and nature ought to be”; “Never
put humankind at risk” (38 ff., 43). What are we to make of

ontology, epistemology, scientific fact, and ethics. This is uncharacteristic of our age. Jonas is decidedly out of step with the
times. What accounts for Jonas’s “going it alone” and whose
footsteps should we follow?
The key, I think, is Jonas’s fundamental approach to firsthand,
immediate experience and his conception of the relation of
philosophy and theory to such experience. This is usefully seen
in Jonas’s quarrel with the scientific materialists and their epiphenomenalist thesis. Beyond all questions of theoretical incoherence, inconsistency, and absurdity, Jonas’s fundamental
charge is that the epiphenomenalists are not interpreting our
experience of ourselves and our world, but are explaining it
away in accord with the demands of their theory. But this is
the wrong relation of theory to experience. Philosophic theory
ought to be generated out of human experience, which in turn
it more or less adequately interprets.

this Kantian legacy? Has Jonas fully left traditional essential-

This has decided methodological significance. The philosopher

ism behind? Has he adequately superseded Newtonian physi-

must take a first and final stand in the immediate experience of

calism and determinism? With his “Nature Purposive,” has he

the self and the world and jealously guard this primary, funda-

fully abandoned cosmic teleology? At one point, Jonas specu-

mental, and complex evidence against theoretical extravaganc-

latively finds an aboriginal purposive striving (nonconscious

es. Yet it is precisely theoretical extravagances (bad philosophy

and subjectless) behind the advent of organisms and ever more

or metaphysics) that have taken over our modern minds and

complex organisms or individual subjects. Did Jonas want to
join Mayr’s naturalist, Darwinian revolution? Indeed, Jonas
might not have intended to use philosophic strategies to elaborate a full allegiance to a naturalist’s or philosophic evolution-

made us radically suspicious of immediate experience. We have
become “bookish” thinkers, more ruled by theory and great systematizers than by primary worldly evidence. Witness the ease
with which the materialists and epiphenomenalists dismiss the

ary biological point of view.

reality and efficacy of subjectivity and purpose, a scandal from

Jonas intended his Kantian, absolutist ring, adjusted to the re-

problem save for a philosophic theory that centrally incorporates

alities he deemed disclosed by evolutionary biology and which

the notion of efficient causation as the sole mode of natural effi-

he accepted and endorsed. Mayr might retort that, willfully or

cacy. This is most, if not all, of our modern philosophic theories.

not, Jonas missed the full import for practical ethical responsibility of the centrality of emergent organic properties, “orchestral causation,” and genomes. And in the end, Mayr might be
right. Jonas may not have exploited the full philosophic fruits
of the Darwinian revolution. Of course, truth be told, we are all
more or less in the same boat. We are still largely ignoramuses,
peering through a glass darkly, a mystery to ourselves. But recognizing Jonas’s possible bias toward the traditional Western
philosophical canon does not mean we do not need both Jonas
and Mayr in our philosophic arsenal.
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the perspective of primary experience. Effective purposes are no

Jonas refuses to be bamboozled by theory and returns to a
stand within primary worldly experience. His stance is critical
and reflective. He poses questions to, thinks about, and ponders
over experience. But he does not belong to what Nietzsche has
termed the “Age of Suspicion,” commencing with Descartes,
which radically doubts the deliverances of experience, whether
or not this suspicion be motivated by the theoretical demands
of the new science.
Despite Jonas’s considerable learning, primary experience is
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his foothold in the world and the ultimate source and critical

the task of speculative philosophy. The task is not to create a

check of his philosophizing. This is his Archimedean point,

thought-world prior to and ungrounded in experience.

though it is not an epistemologically privileged or secure position. The philosopher is born with no certain ideas or final
standards of truths. He has to think his way through things
like the rest of us. Moreover, Jonas is chary of philosophic
methods, theory driven, which promise a sure way to humanely ascertainable truth—whether these be empiricist reductions
to sense data and their connections, Kantian transcendental
arguments, Husserlian phenomenological bracketings and reductions, or Wittgensteinian linguistic analyses. All these aim
at circumventing the vagaries and pitfalls of concrete experience but threaten to leave important dimensions of experience
out of account, for example, the complex reality and efficacy

Critics might charge Jonas with indulging in an unwarranted
and delusive “intuitionism.” What Jonas has found, he has put
there, according to such critics. Philosophy and all theories are
artifacts, through and through conventional or cultural constructs. Any connections to experience are thoroughly mediated and transformed by language and prior conceptions.
In my judgment, this charge is both unfair and begs the question of the fundamental philosophic issue at hand, namely,
our deep rootedness in experience, organic being, and the
world. Jonas can offer no guarantee of his ontological reading
of experience and of the final adequacy of his ethical theory.

of causation and purpose. Rather, Jonas credits us as think-

Both are always open to reconsideration and to a philosoph-

ers with being natively equipped with limited or circumscribed

ic reexamination of experience. Indeed, with his emphasis on

epistemic and human powers that suffice for speculative philos-

“purposiveness” one can ask whether he has downplayed or

ophy, as long as the latter is critically reflective and renounces

submerged the ontological and ethical significance of concrete

any pretension to certain and absolute truth.

form, wholeness, and integrity, both organic and subjective.

The philosopher must take a first and final
stand in the immediate experience of the
self and the world.

But to damn Jonas’s enterprise from the start is to take a stand
within a rival philosophic position that is itself suspect, most
especially if it denies the validity of firsthand experience.
In sum, the ultimate importance of The Imperative of
Responsibility may be in restoring a circumspect and judicious
confidence in the firsthand deliverances, ontological and ethical,

Perhaps ironically, this epistemic humility and circumspection

of our worldly experience. We should be more on guard against

are matched by a philosophic boldness uncharacteristic of the

abstract, imperious, and intolerant theories than against the rich

more methodically assured “academic” schools. This arises

texture and complexities of the primary experiential evidence of

from the strengths that Jonas discovers in primary experience,

ourselves and the world. This freedom from the hegemony of

unsuppressed by theoretical prohibitions. There he finds the

theory allows us once again to pursue philosophy seriously.

reality and efficacy of individual subjects, activity, and purposes. There he finds the ontological goodness of organic being
and the self-justification of purposive existence. Finally, there
he finds the native feeling of responsibility, our first participation in, if not the origination of, the moral realm. (Note that
Jonas argues in terms of bonum and malum, “good” and “bad,”
as they are discovered in worldly experience and in terms of
the moral responses and principles that these discoveries of
goodness engender. He eschews the more abstract, theory-laden language of “interests” and “rights” favored by consequentialists [utilitarians] and deontologists, respectively.) All these
“worldly facts” are recognized as there in experience prior to
philosophic intervention. They are not created or freely constructed by theoretical imagination. It is the business of human
language and theory to gather these fundaments of human

Strachan Donnelley (1942-2008) was founder and president of the
Center for Humans and Nature. His book Frog Pond Philosophy:
Essays on the Relationship between Humans and Nature, from
which this essay is drawn, was published by the University Press of
Kentucky in 2018.
From Strachan Donnelley, Frog Pond Philosophy, eds. Ceara
Donnelly and Bruce Jennings (University Press of Kentucky, 2018).
Used with permission.

NOTES
1. B. Pasternak, “Translating Shakespeare,.” In I Remember, translated by Manya Harari. (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1959): 131.
2. H. Jonas, The Imperative of Responsibility: In Search of an Ethics for the Technological Age
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984). All subsequent references to this work will be
page numbers given in parentheses in the text.

reality and experience into explicit, conscious attention and to

3. S. Donnelley, “Natural Responsibilities: Philosophy, Biology, and Ethics in Ernst May and
Hans Jonas,” Hastings Center Report 32, no. 4 (July/August): 36-43.

express their nature and interconnections adequately. This is

4. E. Mayr, This Is Biology (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1997): 250 ff.
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The Post-Pristine World?
ROSS E.G. UPSHUR

I

stand in a remote area of Karakalpakstan in Uzbekistan,
Central Asia, on sand that was once the bed of the Aral
Sea. Rusting abandoned tankers list on their sides like

few dry years in the 1970s, the volume of water that the Amu-

lost arcs. The Aral Sea is one of the major environmental disas-

significance the water from the rivers increased dramatically.

ters of the twentieth century. The region is also home to some

From 1960 to 1980 the amount of irrigated land increased

of the highest rates of drug-resistant tuberculosis in the world.

from 3,000,000 hectares to 7,600,00 hectares. Irrigation

How these two afflictions are entwined is a question I have

techniques were primitive. Canals were unlined, resulting in

pondered for twenty years.

massive losses of water into to the desert sands. Evaporative

The Aral Sea was once the fourth largest body of fresh water on

water greatly exceeded the replacement from the rivers to the

Earth, larger than all of the Great Lakes except Lake Superior.
Geologically it is a terminal basin, fed in the north by the Syr
Darya and in the south Amu-Darya rivers. The river waters
originate in the Pamir Mountains high in Tajikistan. The Amu
Darya flows through Uzbekistan, forming the border with
Turkmenistan in the south and draining into the Aral Sea in
the seaport of Moynaq. In the north the Syr Darya courses

Darya and Syr Darya rivers delivered to the Aral Sea diminished considerably. As cotton production grew in economic

losses were also substantial. Consumptive withdrawals of
sea bed. Then the Aral Sea shore receded and the body of water
has largely disappeared. Reliance on cotton monoculture resulted in extensive salinization of the soils. As crop yields
diminished, the use of pesticides, fertilizers, and defoliants
became excessive.
Climate change has come to the region, with hotter and drier

through the steppe in Khazikstan.

summers and colder and longer winters. The Aral Sea fishery

Karakalpakstan is home to the Karakalpaks, or “Black Hats.”

Amu-Darya delta has been irreparably damaged, including the

became extinct—all twenty-four species of fish are gone. The

In the 1950s and 1960s, during the Cold War, the Soviet Union,

destruction of the Tugay forests. There has been a catastroph-

recognizing the need for cotton production, decided to engage

ic collapse of animal species in the area from 173 to 38, bird

in extensive irrigation of the areas particularly adjacent to the

species from 319 to 168, and 19 of 21 reptile species have disap-

Amu-Darya and Syr-Darya rivers. Uzbekistan quickly became

peared. The soil became heavily saline. Ground water in wells

one of the largest cotton producing areas in the world. After a

declined, and the drinking water quality has become worse.
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Aral Sea 1989 (on left) and 2014 (on right)

One of the notable aspects of the Aral Sea disappearance is that

impacts of the environmental disaster. The goal was to advo-

a water disaster has created an airborne hazard. The particulate

cate for a research program to understand the health impacts

matter carried by air has increased, making Karakalpakstan

of the disappearance of the Aral Sea. We wanted to determine

one of the dustiest places on Earth. As the sea bed was exposed,

whether a “creeping environmental disaster” placed a popula-

toxic dust storms occurred, and now an estimated 43 million

tion at risk and therefore fell under the humanitarian medical

metric tons of salt have been dispersed by the winds, many of

mandate of MSF. What also became quickly evident in the as-

these laden with pesticide residues.

sessment period was a very significant tuberculosis problem.

There is pervasive degradation of the physical environment

and their normative dimensions. I had just finished residency

and contamination of the food chain. High concentrations
of persistent organic pollutants have been found in cord
blood and breast milk. Dioxin levels in food are among the
highest recorded.
The health status of the population is poor, with high rates
of many chronic and communicable diseases. Psychosocial
impacts are substantial. While no specific “causal link” to an
environmental source has been identified, it must be admitted
that research attention has not been extensive or rigorous.
The second strand in this narrative is the emergence of drug-resistant tuberculosis. My work in the Aral Sea began when

At this time I was well positioned to grapple with both issues
training in public health, was serving as a research fellow at
the McMaster Institute of Environment and Health, and was
working as a tuberculosis consultant for a public health unit
in a municipality of Toronto. I was also helping to develop a
professional masters-level program in bioethics.
In the 1950s the agronomists and hydrogeologists working in
the Soviet Union were fully aware that there was a strong likelihood that the Aral Sea would disappear. Thus, the catastrophe
of the ecological destruction of this vast inland sea was of purely
human creation, the predictable consequence of a deliberate,
scientifically informed interaction with the natural world.

Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF; Doctors without Borders)

A similar process is occurring with respect to tuberculosis.

asked me to provide a consultation report on the feasibility

Alexander Fleming famously predicted the inevitability of drug

of environmental health research to characterize the health

resistance in his Nobel Prize speech in 1945. Though writing
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about penicillin, he was prescient with respect to tuberculosis.

in prison populations, is incontestable. We know a great deal

Tuberculosis is one of the oldest diseases known to humanity.

about the social consequences of tuberculosis infection. It is

By any standard of what it means to know a disease, tubercu-

a highly stigmatized illness. We know that the stigma associ-

losis is also one of the best known to humankind, better known

ated with tuberculosis disease varies by culture. For example,

than any other human ailment. Let me expand on this.

in some cultures persons with tuberculosis are unemployable,

First, let us recognize what trends are occurring globally for tuberculosis. Approximately one third of the world’s population
is infected with a latent form of TB. That is, an infection exists
in the human host, but it is not causing symptoms of disease

and in others, members of their family are shunned when it
comes to marriage. We know that the high burden of tuberculosis impairs human flourishing and well-being and diminishes
social capital.

because the human immune system keeps it under control.

XDR-TB has changed the global landscape. In KwaZulu-Natal,

TB is still one of the leading causes of infectious disease death

South Africa, an outbreak of XDR-TB resulted in fifty-two of

globally, particularly in people suffering from HIV/AIDS. In

fifty-three HIV-positive patients dying within weeks of being

1992, after the emergence of multiply resistant strains, the

diagnosed. There was evidence of extensive person-to-person

World Health Organization declared a global emergency in tu-

spread. However, what was unclear at the time was the extent

berculosis. In 2006 to 2007, extensively drug resistant tuber-

to which drug resistant tuberculosis existed both within South

culosis (XDR-TB) was recognized as a new, globally significant

Africa and globally. Leading authorities on the treatment of

pathogen.

drug-resistant tuberculosis and global tuberculosis control described the situation as apocalyptic and suggested we are entering the post-antibiotic era.
There is good reason for their concern. XDR-TB, like the disappearance of the Aral Sea, is an entirely human-made phenomenon. For an explanation, one does not need to look to
human’s malign intent, as with terrorism and bioterrorism;
or to our dysfunctional relationship with the animal world, as
with SARS and avian influenza; or to external forces of nature,
such as tsunamis, earthquakes, and hurricanes.
Tuberculosis is a curable disease, one of few diseases that can
be completely cured. Six months of medication is usually re-

Alexander Fleming

quired to effect a cure. However, through the neglect of health
systems, the failure to give policy priority to a disease associated with the poor, and the limitations of treatment regimens,

The struggle against tuberculosis has been the basis of import-

a strain of almost untreatable tuberculosis has been created.

ant medical knowledge and scientific methodology. Robert

Treatment courses for XDR-TB are protracted, requiring at

Koch won the Nobel Prize for elucidating the biological basis

least two years of therapy, with one of those agents being an

of causation of infectious agents. Much of his work was in-

intravenous therapy. XDR-TB is exceedingly expensive to treat

formed by the study of tuberculosis. In the modern era of ev-

in comparison to drug-sensitive TB. There is at this time no

idence-based medicine—which relies upon randomized, con-

guarantee of success of treatment. In fact, clinical cure rates

trolled trials as the gold standard of medical knowledge—the

are at best in the 30 percent range, and those only under ideal

second modern randomized, controlled trial was done in the

circumstances in well-resourced settings. With the specter of

Medical Research Unit in Great Britain on streptomycin for

even worsening resistance looming, one wonders whether C

tuberculosis. Thus, TB is constitutively linked to notions of

will be the next letter before DR in front of TB, standing for

causation in the clinical sciences.

“complete drug-resistant tuberculosis.”

Tuberculosis is also remarkable for the extent to which we know

Back to the Aral Sea. When we started to inquire into the

its social determinants. That tuberculosis is associated with

health impacts of this environmental disaster, it became clear

poverty, poor living conditions, and vulnerability, in particular

that we needed some way to interact with the population and
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gain trust. Providing care for tuberculosis patients was an
obvious first step in that direction. It provided tangible health
benefits; treating tuberculosis takes people who are consumptive, unwell, and unable to work and restores them to health
if cured. What became quickly apparent was that providing
medications to tuberculosis patients and starting up a directly observed therapy program in Karakalpakstan was a way for
the health system to earn trust with the community and the
authorities in a distrustful authoritarian nation. This would
create the space to start research into the environmental health
impacts of the Aral Sea disappearance. However, what was also
quickly apparent was that the amount of drug-resistant TB in
this area was quite high, leading to the need to advocate for the
inclusion of treatment regimens for multiple drug- and now extensively drug-resistant TB.

organizations flee from the risks of conflict. Finally, MSF as
an organization rethought its commitment to the innovation
of including an environmental health research component
within the mandate of its humanitarian operations. The enduring legacy is the documentation of some of the highest rates of
drug-resistant tuberculosis.
So what do these two tales of catastrophe tell us? How does
one respond?
There are structural similarities in that both have evolved
slowly relative to our usual intuitions of a catastrophe. There
seem to be threshold effects, in the sense that the full extent of
the problem is grasped only once it is well advanced. They both
resist simple solutions.

The story has no happy ending. Our program of research to

THE POST-PRISTINE WORLD?

try to draw attention to the adverse health effects from the en-

The first lesson is that there are no accountability measures
for such creeping catastrophes. The Aral Sea has receded and
tuberculosis is becoming progressively difficult to treat. This
dual affliction of catastrophe continues to plague an indigenous population.

vironmental disaster foundered. It foundered for a variety of
reasons—some institutional, some geopolitical. In the immediate aftermath of 9/11, an alliance between the United States
government and the government of Uzbekistan was formed.
Uzbekistan’s previously execrable human rights record was
sanitized as a response to concerns about the activities of the
Taliban in Uzbekistan. The U.S. government wanted access
to the large airbase built by the Soviets in Termez to facilitate
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. However, this relationship
would not prove a durable one. In 2005 the Uzbek government
opened fire on citizens in Fergana Valley, slaughtering some
seven hundred protesting citizens in cold blood. This was one
egregious violation of human rights that allies of convenience
could not ignore. When a U.S. congressional group—including
future presidential candidate John McCain—went to Tashkent
to protest to President Karimov, they were not able to secure a
meeting, and very soon thereafter the Americans were expelled
from the airbase to relocate in Kyrgyzstan (where they were
again subsequently evicted).

Leading authorities on the treatment of
drug-resistant tuberculosis... suggested we
are entering the post-antibiotic era.
Political instability and bomb attacks in Tashkent, combined
with a poor human rights record, resulted in the drying up of
funds for research in the Aral Sea area. Universities are reluctant to send graduate students into areas where there is even
a whiff of potential harm. Unlike MSF, most individuals and

There is little hope of any form of alleviation, remediation, or
restitution with respect to the Aral Sea. There have been some
encouraging results of the creation of a reservoir in the north
Aral, but the broader basin is now completely dry. One of the
enduring ironies of this story is that the architects of the consumptive withdrawal of water from the Aral Sea—including
many of the policy makers and scientists who enhanced and
intensified the extraction of water and irrigation in the area—
are still alive and have not been held accountable for their
actions at all.
What has occurred in the Aral Sea is ecocide. Initially, I thought
it would be worthwhile to pursue some form of human rights
action for ecocide. However, such mechanisms require extensive civil society concern. Dedicated effort and considerable
political capital is needed to have such events recognized as
actionable by the global community. There has been very little
support for these types of responses.
Similarly, with respect to tuberculosis, the global medical research community has failed both individuals and communities. There have been few new drugs developed in forty years.
Most of the countries with high burdens of tuberculosis adjacent to South Africa, such as Lesotho, Mozambique, Zambia,
Botswana, Zimbabwe, Malawi, and Namibia, have no capacity
for doing drug-sensitivity testing, making even measuring the
extent of the problem challenging.
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Outside of Moynaq, the monument to the Great Patriotic War
stands on a ridge overlooking the desiccated sea bed. Fifty
years ago families would meet for meals here and children
would jump from the cliffs to swim in the sea. Now, from the
ridge, you can view the rusted fishing boats, moored in the
sand—a testament to the ecological destruction. If you know
where to look, you can also see the tuberculosis hospital, close
by the boats, on the outskirts of town. No water is in sight. One
is surely on the brink of something, but just what is not clear.
The take-home message from this article is not that what has
occurred in the Aral Sea is a peculiar legacy of the dysfunctions of the Soviet system. Our management and stewardship
of water resources globally is not much better. We may soon
see a collapse of our capacity to sustain populations with reliable access to fresh water supplies. Similarly, it is evident that
XDR-TB is a significant and growing proportion of the annual
number of tuberculosis cases worldwide. Karakalpakstan may
just be a bit ahead of the curve of what waits for the rest of us.

We may soon see a collapse of our capacity
to sustain populations with reliable access
to fresh water supplies.
The lessons of the Aral Sea seem to resonate more as time
passes. Lakes continue to disappear, large urban areas such
as Sao Paulo, Cape Town, and entire regions (the southwest
United States, for example) are facing situations where the
ability to ensure provision to sufficient fresh water supply for
their population is increasingly compromised. Water access
may be the most disruptive force in the coming decades, providing the justification for conflict in order to assure access to
water supplies. The issue with respect to the spread of extensively drug-resistant tuberculosis is no better. Each annual
report on the global status of tuberculosis shows a greater
and greater percentage of drug resistance annually. Studies
published in 2017 demonstrate the firm grip and continued
spread of XDR-TB through South Africa, largely through person-to-person transmission. While some optimism has been
generated with new pharmaceutical approaches, they are far
from magic bullets. The adverse effects of poverty and other
social determinants continue to fuel the spread of tuberculosis,
with few resources being devoted to addressing the upstream
causes, despite their acknowledged causal role.
Scholars in the field of environmental ethics have debated the
role of anthropocentrism and whether non-human organisms
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have moral standing. Scholars in global health have pointed
out the importance of taking a global perspective in thinking
through the challenges in the twenty-first century. In both discourses, there is a call for new values to illuminate and guide
human activity.
We may be entering the post-pristine world. Notions that
we can restore ecosystems or actually have the resources to
manage some of the critical issues facing us may be misplaced.
The debates between anthropocentric and non-anthropocentric ethical stances seem somewhat artificial in light of our collective inability to manage our own messes. Launching numerous aspirational Grand Challenges seems somewhat fanciful
given the large number of human-created problems that have
not been resolved. Just as White critiqued the Judeo-Christian
worldview for its contribution to the environmental issues we
face, we similarly remain beholden to notions of restoration
and return. If, in fact, we have exceeded thresholds past which
no return is possible—which seems to be the case for the Aral
Sea, and may be the case with XDR-TB—then a different
mindset is required. Moral imagination is certainly an element
of this, but I think epistemic humility and a recasting of the
notion of rationality may be needed.
For many years, I concluded lectures on global health by recalling the thought of Charles Sanders Peirce, an unconventional nineteenth century American philosopher who was largely
ignored in his lifetime, but who later became very influential.
One very striking element of Peirce`s thought—indeed, one
shared by most philosophers influenced by pragmatism—is
that all human interaction with its environment is normative—
that is, value informed. Working from the finitude of any one
person, and indeed any epoch, Peirce moves to locate the idea
of interests with the fate of the unlimited community—namely,
all humans past, present, and into the distant future.1 We are
contingent creatures. There have been many accounts of what
we may owe future generations, but few are tied to the very
nature of logicality. Peirce was one of the most astute students
and original contributors to our understanding of logic and scientific inference. There is nothing accidental about his locating logic in the social principle. Our current behavior seems to
indicate that we are currently “illogical in all (our) inferences
collectively.” The task before us is to see if our collective soul is
up to the task of saving the world.
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NOTES
1. In an essay devoted to explaining probability, Peirce stated the following:
But what, without death, would happen to every man, with death must happen to some
man. At the same time, death makes the number of our risks, of our inferences, finite, and so
makes their mean result uncertain. The very idea of probability and of reasoning rests on the
assumption that this number is indefinitely great. We are thus landed in the same difficulty
as before, and I can see but one solution of it. It seems to me that we are driven to this, that
logicality inexorably requires that our interests shall not be limited. They must not stop at
our own fate, but must embrace the whole community. This community, again, must not be
limited, but must extend to all races of beings with whom we can come into immediate or
mediate intellectual relation. It must reach, however vaguely, beyond this geological epoch,
beyond all bounds. He who would not sacrifice his own soul to save the whole world, is, as it
seems to me, illogical in all his inferences, collectively. Logic is rooted in the social principle.
(C. S. Peirce, “Illustrations of the Logic of Science,” Popular Science Monthly, 12 (March
1878): 610-611. Accessed at: https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Popular_Science_Monthly/
Volume_12/March_1878/Illustrations_of_the_Logic_of_Science_III.)
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The Case for a World
Environment Organization
KEVIN OGORZALEK AND GEORGE B. RABB

By polluting the oceans, not mitigating CO2 emissions and
destroying our biodiversity we are killing our planet. Let us
face it, there is no planet B.
—French President Emmanuel Macron

A

new governance institution is required to reverse
these trends to protect Planet A, our home. Humanity
is utilizing the global environmental commons in an

key moral calling of our time. Pope Francis noted this failure
in his Encyclical, Laudato si.5 Although this moral failure
is recognized by such past undertakings as the Biosphere
Ethics Initiative of the International Union for Conservation
of Nature (IUCN), there remains insufficient positive reversal
of our course as the dominant detrimental species in the biosphere, despite the existence of international agencies such as
United Nations Environment Program (UNEP).

unsustainable manner, extracting resources at an unprecedented rate due to increased international trade, population
growth, and personal consumption. The decline of Earth’s
environment globally is well documented by many, including the United Nations’ Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
(https://www.millenniumassessment.org/en/index.html) and

The tragedy of the local environmental
commons is largely a result of collective
action failures involving short-term resource
extraction for private gain.

the World Wildlife Fund’s (WWF) Living Planet Reports. The
tragedy of the local environmental commons is largely a result
of collective action failures involving short-term resource extraction for private gain. These failures include river pollution
1

from factories or agriculture, overgrazing of land, and species
habitat loss resulting in extinction. When extrapolated from
local to global scale, these collective action failures led to ten
major environmental stewardship crises, including climate
change, tropical deforestation, and biodiversity loss.2 More recently, it has been argued that human society’s use of resources exceeds some planetary eco-boundaries and is on track to
exceed others.3 Environmental governance institutions do not
have the capacity or power to appropriately manage the influence or rate of private consumption and the local, individual
government policies that enable such common resource use.4
Our failure to steward the environment is a failure to heed a
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THE CASE FOR A WORLD ENVIRONMENT
ORGANIZATION

Environmental challenges in the Anthropocene6 have yet to
receive adequate or effective governance response. This leaves
society vulnerable to increased future resource conflicts, public
health disasters, and economic collapse among other impacts
as a result of environmental declines. In addition to these
risks, many assaults on the environment also result in the violation of human rights. Collective action failures and the impending tragedy of the environmental commons can be overcome through governance mechanisms from local to global.7
Environmental declines occur in large part because “there is
no legally empowered authority” and “there is no last-resort
enforcer” to assure global stewardship governance of Earth’s
environmental commons.8
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To respond to scientifically and morally based calls for im-

through authority-limiting compromise.13 The International

proved stewardship, a World Environment Organization must

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has no global governance

be established to safeguard the environmental commons. Such

function beyond organizing and disseminating climate change

improved governance―addressing a broader set of environ-

information. The United Nations Framework Convention on

mental commons than currently recognized by the United

Climate Change (UNFCCC) has proved unable to forge a glob-

Nations―will help maintain the ecological integrity neces-

ally binding, enforceable agreement on climate change. The

sary to protect and maintain universal human rights and the

relatively new Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on

welfare of Nature.

Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) has yet to deliver

There are numerous people who do not believe that global governance is necessary. Many experts believe the environmental
crises will be solved through human ingenuity, invention, and
innovation.9 However, due to powerful counter-influences,
society has not embraced existing technologies that can solve
issues facing the Earth. This is evident, for example, in the prevention of climate change mitigation by the fossil fuel industry.

on many fronts related to ecosystem services regulation and
biodiversity conservation.

Collective action failures and the impending
tragedy of the environmental commons
can be overcome through governance
mechanisms from local to global.

Others critical of founding a WEO-like institution prefer environmental governance through decentralized networks.10
However, such approaches will not lead to adequate global
rules, enforcement mechanisms, and governing capacity to
reverse environmental declines in a timely manner, nor will
they contravene the global forces responsible for environmental degradation. Society does not govern the global social and
economic commons simply through decentralized networks.
Why would we do so with the environmental commons?
We maintain that more immediate action, managed through
a global governance body, is required to reverse and to avoid
further exceeding planetary eco-boundaries. Private interests
and poor government regulation and capacity often lead to failures in achieving sustainable governance of the environmental
commons. Illustrations of such impacts include global fisheries
collapsing, coastal dead zones, and deforestation.11 The continued degradation could be reversed with more effective governance, capable of stewarding the global commons.
EXISTING TYPES OF ENVIRONMENTAL GOVERNANCE

Nation-states and the environmental organizations indicated
above operate and implement programs to govern the environment through interrelated sets of rules (formal and informal),
rule-making systems, and actor networks, from local to global,
protecting the environment.12 These networks and agreements
can be described as three types of governance:
First, the international system involving treaties, conventions,
and the United Nations system. The UN system has effective-

Second, national, state, and local laws, as well as supernational and regional management bodies. National, state, and local
environmental laws vary in their implementation and achievement of goals. Effective laws include the Clean Air Act, Clean
Water Act, and Endangered Species Act in the United States;
and the developing National Land Use Act in the Philippines
(https://www.footprintnetwork.org/2015/08/25/philippines/). However, in many places with degraded environmental commons, local governments are easily corrupted or entirely absent.
Third, non-state actor governance from civil society (e.g.,
NGOs) and the private sector.14 Non-state actors undertake
actions that some interpret as non-state actor environmental governance.15 Examples of such governance include voluntary commodity certification schemes such as the Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC), the Marine Stewardship Council
(MSC), and the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO).
Public–private partnerships also address environmental
issues, but have not successfully reversed negative trends.
While all three types of environmental governance improve environmental stewardship, they have yet to systemically reverse
downward trends in ecological integrity. The existing governance structures promote incremental change and are not able
to meet the challenges posed by current environmental crises.16
EXISTING GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL GOVERNANCE
AND ORGANIZATIONS

ly raised awareness of important environmental issues, but

At latest count, 1,190 multi-lateral environmental agree-

has inadequate authority. For example, UNEP was created

ments and 1,500 bilateral environmental agreements among
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nation-states exist to govern natural resources (https://iea.

organizations were created to assure short- and long-term

uoregon.edu/). Principal international organizations and

maintenance of vital societal functions related to public health

programs related to the environmental commons include

and the economy. However, because a robustly functioning en-

the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP), the

vironment underpins all human economic and societal activi-

International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), the

ties, long-term global economic governance and societal exis-

Global Environment Facility (GEF); The Intergovernmental

tence are possible only if the global environment that supports

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the Intergovernmental Panel

them is equally well governed. In several instances, efforts

on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), the United

toward conservation and environmental stewardship are su-

Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization

perseded or overturned by social and economic commons gov-

(UNESCO), and the Convention on the International Trade in

ernance mechanisms.

Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES).

Society does not govern the global social
and economic commons simply through
decentralized networks. Why would we do
so with the environmental commons?

The global social and environmental commons are governed
through a variety of international organizations, including:
The International Labor Organization; the World Health
Organization; the World Food Program; the International
Criminal

Court;

the

World

Trade

Organization;

the

International Monetary Fund; the UN Compact; the Food and
Agriculture Organization; and the World Bank Group.

These international organizations are highly fragmented, with
overlapping and sometimes conflicting agendas.17 The treaties
and principles that now govern the environmental commons
can be described as “unambitious and barely implemented”.18
Additionally, there are gaps in commons governance, especially related to long term resource management and rights.19
Establishing a global environmental governance organization
may seem impossible given the complex set of issues and high

CHALLENGES A WEO FACES

Governance of the global social and economic commons
through established organizations appears more realizable
than creating a new environmental governance organization
for several reasons. Leading challenges include:
nn Governing the global environmental commons will bring

together a large number of competing interests.20

economic stakes involved. However, competition between

nn Compromise on means and outcomes, as typically achieved

nations and private interests has been put aside in numerous

in other policy deliberations, can neither govern nor

cases to forge agreements on commons matters such as human

control how nature and its processes will actually respond

rights, poverty alleviation, nutrition, public health, trade, and

to newly implemented policies.21

the global economy. The Paris Conference of Parties (COP)
of December 2015 and the Kigale deal of 2016 are the latest
examples of the world agreeing on ambitious targets, in this
case for dealing with climate change―even if all the means of
achievement are unspecified. A significant challenge to these
deals and others is that the social and economic commons are
typically governed at a higher priority than the environmental commons.

nn Changes to existing global environmental governance

arrangements have increased the influence of non-state
and sub-state actors in the rule-making process.22
nn Procedural obstacles exist in creating global environmental

governance.23
These challenges can be overcome, however, through an inclusive, determined political process to establish a World
Environment Organization. This requires a participatory
process to develop and implement governance regimes.24 This

INSTITUTIONS GOVERNING THE SOCIAL AND
ECONOMIC COMMONS

process can and should involve governments, as well as civil

Existing global environmental organizations do not have

society and, where necessary, corporations. We observe that

equivalent power and influence to the analogous institutions

every major global organization that governs the social and

that govern the social and economic commons, such as the

economic commons was founded during a time when global

World Health Organization (WHO), International Monetary

agreement might have seemed unattainable, whether during

Fund (IMF), or World Trade Organization (WTO). These

the Cold War or following World War I or other major conflicts.
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The Earth Seen from Apollo 17

It is therefore critical that a new alliance intensify efforts

conservation biology and biological institution communi-

to establish a WEO. Civil society—which includes conserva-

ties need to advocate for a WEO. There is also a case for

tion and social justice NGOs and exerts significant influence

the expression of such responsibility by ordinary people—

on environmental and social governance—as well nations

people must demand such an organization.25 Demands

with an expressed, significant interest in environmental

from the general public can stimulate national governments

sustainability must reinvigorate efforts to establish a WEO.

to agree on the creation of a WEO within the UN system

To motivate politicians and other key decision makers,

or otherwise.
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THE RIGHTS OF NATURE

governed by the UN Treaty of the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space,

The environmental conservation movement is undergoing a
transformation. One such change is increasing recognition of
Nature’s rights, as illustrated by two recent significant governance documents. In 2010, Ecuador granted constitutional
rights to Nature’s existence, restoration, and protection.26 That

which was signed in 1967 and defines this commons as outer

same year, the City of Pittsburgh banned hydraulic fracturing
and recognized the rights of Nature. Complementing these documents, The Global Alliance for the Rights of Nature advocates
for the ascension of Nature’s rights. The WEO must govern, not
just for current and future use of natural resources by people,
but also to attend to these rights of Nature.
REDEFINING THE ENVIRONMENTAL COMMONS

The WEO would deal with issues arising from the numerous
multi-lateral and bilateral agreements that deal with stewardship for particular areas of the global environment. However,
equally important is for the WEO to be a decisive international governance agency for the global environmental commons.
UNEP reports that only twenty-five of the five hundred
multi-lateral environmental agreements it recognizes deal with
one or more areas of the global environmental commons. The
global commons are defined as “areas outside the jurisdiction
of any nation or group of nations.”27

More immediate action, managed through
a global governance body, is required to
reverse and to avoid further exceeding
planetary eco-boundaries.

space, the moon, and other celestial bodies.30
The legal principle cited for these entities being considered
commons is the common heritage of humankind, but this conception is under contest.31 Additional considerations of such
heritage can be interpreted to extend the commons to rain
forests and biodiversity.32 Another emerging consideration is
the rights of Nature, and it is evident that the environmental
commons must be redefined to protect Nature everywhere.
In any case, the current legal conception of the commons is
inadequate to assure sustainable existence of the global environmental commons for humans and Nature. The global
environmental commons should expand to include other key
realms that impact ecosystem health, underpin the social and
economic commons, and are directly linked to the already-recognized global environmental commons. An expansion of
the commons would support improved local commons management by guiding appropriate local use, as well as supporting Nature’s rights. The following expanded definition of the
commons suggests increased governance on “private property”; and, this being the case, there are two issues to keep in
mind. The first is that environmental entities and processes do
not recognize nor stop at property lines or territorial borders―
rivers run through countries, states, and property allotments
without title or written permission. The second issue is that the
concept of private property originated several hundred years
ago to capitalize on the resources of the commons. Although
we do not advocate for dissolution of private property, and we
believe that the concept and practice will continue to exist, it
is important to recognize that aspects of property ownership

UNEP’s own legal recognition of the domains of the global environmental commons is limited to four: (1) Antarctica is governed by the Antarctica Treaty System, which ensures the protection of the fauna and flora on the continent of Antarctica.28
(2) The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS) lays out the legal order for seas and oceans, including their use and preservation as a global commons. UNCLOS
clarifies the area within this commons as being the area existing
beyond the two hundred miles from shore that is the exclusive
economic zone of any given nation. This commons includes the
sea bed, ocean floor, and subsoil, in addition to the area itself.
(3) The atmosphere of the Earth is managed for environmental
and access uses. The UNFCCC and Montreal Protocol are the
primary governing environmental treaties of the atmosphere,
which is beyond sovereign control.29 (4) The outer space of the
Earth’s atmosphere is marked by the lowest satellite orbits and
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and the commons are vitally interlinked.33 Indeed, property
owners should be obliged to manage their holdings as parts of
the global commons. Several of these elements of private property are actually “common goods.”34

Establishing a global environmental
governance organization may seem
impossible given the complex set of
issues and high economic stakes involved.
However, competition between nations
and private interests has been put aside in
numerous cases to forge agreements on
commons matters such as human rights.

MINDING NATURE 11.2

We see the following to also be parts of the global environmen-

for the good of humanity and all of Nature. Globally, several

tal commons:

soil types are under threat, with many types at risk of extinction.41 Current soil erosion rates exceed soil production rates,

Deep seas, including sea beds. Governance of this domain
is included in the United Nations Convention on the Law
of the Sea (UNCLOS) and has led to establishment of the
International Seabed Authority, which regulates resource exploitation activities and promotes environmental conservation
in deep sea bed areas. There is also a Deep Sea Conservation
Coalition of seventy organizations and institutions that monitors and reports on these exploration activities, as well as on
deep sea fisheries operations, to the United Nations and other
governing parties. In addition, there is a handbook, recently
published, covering the existing and needed legal framework
for protecting the marine environment.35

while fertilizer use is untenable at current rates.42 Globally,
soil erosion exceeds 75 billion tons per year at a cost of $400
billion with significant decreases in crop yields.43 High erosion
reduces the capacity for energy production at hydroelectric
dams and reduces water quality for drinking and downstream
fisheries habitats. Soil is also a significant sink and source for
greenhouse gas emissions.44 Sustainable management of soils
is required to protect human security, to avoid famine and potential armed conflict.45 Good soil health has been linked to
human health in multiple ways.46 A Global Soil Partnership
exists within the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, with an Intergovernmental Technical Panel

International freshwaters—in particular, international rivers,
lakes, and aquifers. The 263 international river basins are
home to 40 percent of the world’s people.36 These rivers provide
significant food through fishing and irrigated farming, drinking water, and electricity production, with many also serving
as commerce avenues. In addition to rivers, humanity relies on
aquifers for irrigation and drinking water. According to Lester
Brown, more than twenty of the thirty-seven major global aquifers do not fully recharge, thereby limiting their future use.
Freshwater bodies also transport nutrients to the coastal zones,

37

which in turn impacts the global commons of the high seas.
Although as many as 3,600 international river treaties have
been signed since AD 805, their effectiveness is not clear.38

on Soils due to provide a global report on soil change and its
impacts. A principal in this undertaking has called strongly for
global governance of soils.47 Soil degradation and over-fertilization are impacting other ecosystems and global commons
by contributing to the creation of 400 marine dead zones
covering 245,000 square kilometers globally.48 A WEO could
enable meaningful response to the challenge of maintaining
the health of soils.

The environmental conservation movement
is undergoing a transformation. One
such change is increasing recognition
of Nature’s rights.

In 1997, the UN General Assembly adopted the Law of the
Non-navigational Uses of International Watercourses. This
declaration has provided the foundation for regional accords

Biodiversity. Nature has an increasingly recognized right to

and other basin treaties; however, its practicality has been

exist for its own sake. The IUCN members approved Motions

questioned for a variety of reasons, and only 103 countries approved the resolution.39 Global governance for such interna-

78 and 89 at the 2016 World Conservation Congress. Both

tional rivers and lakes is therefore warranted, given the critical

manity to conserve Nature. An emerging legal trend seeks to

nature these bodies of water play in a variety of social and economic commons, as well as their ecological importance. A base

protect Nature through establishing that humanity has a “duty
of care” for biodiversity.49 Meanwhile, others are arguing that

for such governance already exists in the form of a handbook

the loss of biodiversity should be termed “ecocide,” an ana-

on international water law.

logue to genocide in international legal consideration.

40

motions affirm the rights of Nature and the obligation of hu-

Soils. Soil health significantly impacts the global social and

In addition to this existential right, society benefits from the

economic commons, as well as the environmental commons of

bounty and diversity of nature. Biodiversity provides the

the atmosphere. Soil health is critical to the provision of food,

source of all food, medicines, and a stable climate through

fuel, and fiber, the stability of ecosystems not under food pro-

ecological integrity that maintains functioning ecosystems and

duction, and to a stable, habitable climate. Soil’s importance

sequestering of greenhouse gas emissions. There are myriad

for food, fuel, and fiber production makes it critical in maintaining a stable and secure society. While individual proper-

benefits provided by biodiversity as a whole and by individual
species.50 Currently, international and national legal regimes

ty owners often manage soil, soil health must be maintained

fail to fully protect biodiversity, as biodiversity continues to
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decline globally, with numerous studies documenting this ex-

The principles on which to establish the WEO are well in-

tinction trend. Species and ecosystem extinctions threaten to

grained in international law. Supporting this aim are the World

further destabilize other environmental commons such as the

Charter for Nature, the emerging Sustainable Development

atmosphere, forests, and freshwater bodies.

Goals, the Earth Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human

51

Forests. Humans have modified global land cover on about 41
percent of the total area globally habitable.52 Although there
are different estimates of land cover change over the past two
hundred years from satellite imagery and other sources, there
is no question that deforestation—on the order annually of a
Panama-sized bloc—is substantially affecting Earth’s hydrological cycles and biogeophysical processes and contributing
to climate change.53 Private sector interests for agriculture and
for forestry products currently drive this deforestation globally. These commons need protection beyond what they are cur-

Rights, and the Catholic Church, amongst other declarations,
agreements, and religions.

Although we do not advocate for dissolution
of private property, and we believe that the
concept and practice will continue to exist,
it is important to recognize that aspects of
property ownership and the commons are
vitally interlinked.

rently afforded.
Forests are a unique global environmental commons. Not
only do forest ecosystems harbor the greatest concentration
of biodiversity globally, they are also critical in maintaining a
habitable, stable climate by sequestering greenhouse gas emissions, thus preventing pollution of the atmosphere, another
of our global commons.54 The global responsibility to conserve forests is recognized by REDD+ (Reducing Emissions
from Deforestation and Foreign Degradation in Developing
Countries) mechanisms at the international level (see www.
un-redd.org). Expanding the environmental commons concept
to include forests would also expand protection of the rights of
indigenous people in many countries.
In regard to the five additions to the global environmental
commons recommended above, protecting global commons
often intersects with the exercise of private property rights.
When efforts to cooperatively improve private management
fails, we suggest resorting to the legal principle of eminent
domain to correct, improve, or replace current ownership and
management of these commons resources. This is justified in
the interest of the global public for environmental well-being.
Such decisions may require the establishment of an international court for environmental justice, but would be executed
by national and local governments wherein property rights
are recognized.

To address the gap―outside of national jurisdictions―under
which global environmental commons are managed, these
commons could come under a trusteeship mechanism founded
within existing principles of international law and conventions.56 The Draft International Covenant on Environment and
Development provides a legal framework to achieve environmental conservation. The Environmental Law Programme of
the IUCN recently released the fifth edition of the Covenant,
which includes thirteen fundamental principles.57 These principles and the body of the Covenant intertwine the rights of
Nature (and all beings) to exist. Furthermore, the document
lays out the interdependence of conservation, sustainable development, and internationally accepted human rights.
In 1982, the UN General Assembly adopted the World Charter
for Nature, with the United States as the sole dissenting
nation.58 The Charter’s critical points provide guidance and a
moral framework for conservation. Recommendations include
implementing controls on economic development, making
clear that humans are a part of Nature, and encouraging the
development of international laws to protect Nature. The
Charter’s regulatory framework applies across the borders of
developing and developed countries, or North-South contexts.
A WEO would create a mechanism for implementing the World
Charter for Nature.

THE FOUNDATION FOR THE WEO

The concept of maintaining ecological integrity is another criti-

Creation of a World Environment Organization is not a new

cal legal basis for the WEO. This concept, according to Canada’s

idea.

The sustainable development agenda of the United

National Parks, defines integrity of an ecosystem as “when it

Nations, The Future We Want (http://www.un.org/en/sustain-

(an ecosystem) is deemed characteristic for its natural region,

ablefuture/), demonstrates the growing international agree-

including the composition and abundance of native species

ment to improve management of the environmental commons.

and biological communities, rates of change and supporting
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processes.”59 The concept of ecological integrity is embed-

integrity and resilience; reducing agricultural nitrogen and

ded within the laws of both the United States of America and

phosphorus production, use, and pollution; and stopping

Canada, which require their governments to manage ecosys-

the loss of biodiversity.

tems and species adaptively to assure ecosystem function and
survival, especially in protected areas. It is notable that ecological integrity in the form of terrestrial species associations
has changed substantially since the advent of agriculture.60
Given the vastly increased human population since then, the
pressure to maintain this aspect of ecological integrity has
become enormous.
Incorporating the concept of ecological integrity, the non-legally binding Earth Charter is an ethical framework for building a just, sustainable, and peaceful global society in the
twenty-first century, and another foundation for a WEO.61
It attempts to “revolutionise humanity’s relationship with
nature.”62 The Earth Charter creates a framework to set goals
for the interconnected issues of sustainability, human rights,
and human equality, with international collaboration as a
“basic requirement.”63

nn Govern the achievement of the Aichi Biodiversity Targets of

the Convention on Biological Diversity and environmentally
relevant UN Sustainable Development Goals including:
Goal 6, to ensure available and sustainable management of
water and sanitation for all; Goal 12, to ensure sustainable
consumption and production patterns; Goal 13, to take
urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts;
Goal 14, to conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas,
and marine resources for sustainable development; and
Goal 15, to protect, restore, and promote sustainable use
of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests,
combat desertification, halt and reverse land degradation,
and halt biodiversity loss.
WEO STRUCTURE

The WEO can be structured and empowered in a fashion
similar to international organizations such as the World Trade

In addition to the Earth Charter, the Bolivian government

Organization and the International Monetary Fund, but with

submitted the document “Harmony with Nature” to the 2012

preeminent focus on the responsibilities of global trustee-

United Nations Earth Summit as a platform calling for sustain-

ship.64 The organizational structure, including functions and

able development and better environmental governance. While

programs, would result from collaborative decisions by signa-

the eventual Summit outcome, The Future We Want, did not

tory national parties. Three different models for such an effort

generate such ambitious governance among membership

have been described as cooperative, centralized, and hierarchi-

countries, numerous countries (notably France and Germany)

cal; meanwhile, previous efforts to establish a WEO have been

supported creating a WEO.

critically reviewed.65

From the global to the local there is clear legal precedent that

Although lacking enforcement authority, UNEP established an

supports the creation of a WEO to protect the interlinked rights

environmental governance program for 2010–2013 with four

of humans and the environment. Degradation of the global en-

divisions: sound science for decision making; international co-

vironmental commons negatively affects many basic human

operation; national development planning; and international

rights as outlined in the Universal Declaration of Human

policy setting and technical assistance. This last division has

Rights. Lack of food, water, and a stable climate threatens

a two-year budget of $117 million, with almost a third of that

the security of many human populations, while environmen-

earmarked for poverty alleviation. The WEO would elevate all

tal degradation, resulting in rising sea levels due to climate

such divisions in stature and power.

change, arbitrarily deprive people of their property and homes.
GOALS FOR A WORLD ENVIRONMENT
ORGANIZATION

A WEO must undertake the following:

The tragedy of the global environmental
commons is happening, but it is not
inevitable.

nn Create positive, proactive approaches to natural resource

governance and management to achieve sustainable

Our conception of WEO structure would emphasize cooper-

existence.

ative governance with enforcement authority; interventional

nn Reverse the exploitation of planetary resources beyond

capacity for environmental conservation; provision of scientif-

livable boundaries by: securing and maintaining ecosystem

ic knowledge for decision making beyond the remit of UNEP;
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and maintaining relationships with key organizations and in-

NOTES

stitutions for wise comprehensive environmental stewardship,

1. G. Hardin, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” Science 162 (1968): 1243-48; M. Olson, Jr.,
The Logic of Collective Action: Public Goods and the Theory of Groups (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1965).

especially regarding the global environmental commons and
ecological integrity of the Earth’s ecosystems.
CONCLUSION

The international community has seen fit to govern important
aspects of the global social and economic commons. It has yet
to effectively govern the environmental processes and conditions that underpin the basic social and economic commons, as
well as the conditions and resources necessary for humanity’s
continuing existence. The lack of international environmental governance―due to collective action failure brought on by
short-term private and national interests―is resulting in the
overshoot of livable planetary eco-boundaries.
It is time that leadership emerges in the form of a global governance mechanism to assure a healthy global environment now
and into the future. A well-structured and empowered World
Environment Organization can provide such governance. The
tragedy of the global environmental commons is happening,
but it is not inevitable. It will take resolve, effort, and sacrifice to avert the full tragedy by heeding the clear scientific and
moral callings to protect the environment through establishing a WEO to govern the Earth’s resources and environmental commons. By doing so, we will safeguard universal human
rights and the welfare of Nature.
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We Cannot Fail: The
Promise and Principles
of Ecological Law and
Governance
KATHRYN GWIAZDON

INTRODUCTION

H

ow many times must we say, “Business as usual
is not working”? From the untouchable religious
dogma and dicta of neoconservative economics in

our law and policy, to the failure of environmental law to adequately protect the environment upon which all life depends.
From laws and government structures that do not serve their
most basic purpose in their social contact, to protect their citizenry from harm (including environmental harms), to environmental organizations being overwhelmed by the money and
power of the opposition, who controls and frames the dialogue
with the language of their choosing, pushing false dichotomies
and myths, leaving environmental advocates—governments,
NGOs, and individuals—in response-only mode. An opposition
who uses their unequal bargaining power to poison and render

(ELGA). Practitioners, academics, and advocates from around
the world and across disciplines have joined together in
common cause to address and amplify the root failures of our
existing system, to highlight the examples of promise already
taking place, and to develop new frameworks for law and
governance.
THE ECOLOGICAL LAW AND GOVERNANCE
ASSOCIATION

The Ecological Law and Governance Association was launched
on October 13, 2017, at the University of Siena in Siena, Italy.
The founding document for ELGA is the Oslo Manifesto, created
at a 2016 workshop of the Ethics Specialist Group of the World
Commission on Environmental Law of the International Union
for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN). The Oslo Manifesto

negotiations impotent and ineffective.

acknowledges the failure of environmental law in protecting

The future of all life demands that we must not continue down

approach that recognizes ecological interdependencies and

this current “business as usual” path. We must move away

human-nature interrelationships. An addendum to the Oslo

from this self-inflicted harm, this madness, and courageously

Manifesto is the Siena Statement of Solidarity. It affirms that

identify that which harms us, and that which gives us hope—

“in the spirit of . . . the virtues of Good Governance . . . namely,

that which we wish to replicate and build upon. We must high-

Peace, Fortitude, Prudence, Magnanimity, Temperance, and

light the principles and policies and people that are advanc-

Justice, the participants of the Working Group and Launch of

ing the cause of life—those who are promoting and amplifying

ELGA stand together, in solidarity.”1

their voices for the creation of new frameworks of law and governance. For what greater cause is there than seeking truth,
justice, and care for all life on Earth?

the foundations of life and offers an alternative ecological

ELGA argues that environmental law, in its current form, is
largely anthropocentric, fragmented, and reductionist, rooted
in modern Western jurisprudence, with origins in religious

This article highlights a response to this failure of law and gov-

anthropocentrism, Cartesian dualism, philosophical individu-

ernance structures in protecting the foundations of life: the

alism, and ethical utilitarianism. This approach, however, has

creation of the Ecological Law and Governance Association

not secured the physical and biological conditions upon which
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continue to expand membership to representatives from government, civil society, and academia.
ETHICS, GOVERNANCE, AND THE RULE OF LAW

The Language of ELGA. An important part of ELGA will be
defining what is meant by ecological law and governance, substantively and procedurally; in other words, to build upon existing terminology, as well as to create new concepts for ecological action. The Oslo Manifesto centered around the notion
of a transition: from environmental law to ecological law. Is
“environment” enough, for theory and practice, or do we need
something that more explicitly shows systems thinking, like
“ecology”? Does “environment” tend toward a bracketed practice and profession, where development and implementation
are seen as addendums to other, more important issues, as

ELGA Meeting in Sienna 2017

opposed to the foundation of all issues? Whereas “ecology”
could open the door to other disciplines and sectors to inform
all life depends. Therefore, ELGA aims to look within and
beyond existing legal systems at the root causes of the ecological crisis and the transformative work that needs to happen in
order to build a new, ecologically-focused governance system.
The work and network is global and so looks at common thinking across the world, but it is also rooted in local communities.
ELGA was established to connect and amplify the many local,
national, and international organizations and governments
around the world that are seeking to transform our current human-centered, growth-focused paradigm, to an Earth-centered
“ecological law and governance” paradigm. Its purpose is to (1)
build a strong, global network of professionals and practitioners
and provide a platform for them to advance ecological law; (2)
create and disseminate diverse forms of knowledge about ecological law and governance; (3) support capacity building for
organizations and governments; (4) support capacity building
for lawyers and other disciplines; and (5) ultimately influence
decision makers at all levels of governance.

environmental law, in its current form, is
largely anthropocentric, fragmented, and
reductionist.

and implement diverse laws that are needed to protect the
foundations of life?
In Siena, other concepts were raised, such as, can the commons
be re-defined to include the global whole? Seeing them as separate from everyone has effectively led them to be protected
by no one. Can state sovereignty be re-defined to include both
self-interest and global impact? When states are at the negotiating table, is it appropriate to only defend their economic
self-interest? Although this process is ongoing, certain guiding
concepts are already being unpacked.
Ethics, and ethical engagement, is foundational to an ecological approach to law and governance. Ethics is the domain of
inquiry that examines claims about what is right or wrong, just
or unjust, obligatory or non-obligatory. Environmental ethics
expands the domain of inquiry into our obligations to the entire
community of life, for the sustainability and flourishing of the
entire community of life.
It is understood that ethics are the foundation for the rule of
law, or the body of rules, policies, and programs that guide and
govern a society in order to best protect that society. And laws
guide and are governed by all sectors of society: civil society,
the private sector, local-national-global government and
non-governmental bodies, educational, cultural, and historical

Currently, the organization consists of individual members
who agree to the principles of the Oslo Manifesto. Eight

institutions, etc. Therefore, good laws will have input from all
voices, and all sectors, of society.

experts from around the world provide leadership through the

Governance is understood as the institutions of governments, as

ELGA Steering Committee. ELGA also plans to coordinate re-

well as the institutions of civil society, and the creation, imple-

gional hubs to invest and empower local organizations and to

mentation, and enforcement of the rule of law (including laws
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and policies). It includes the relationship between these struc-

compassion of love, as the basis for genuine care of living

tures and their priorities, or manipulations, that are realized

beings, places, and people: love for the beauty and gift of

into law. All of these decisions, whether translated into law, pol-

the natural world with all of its living diversity (biophilia);

icies, or organizational or individual action, have ethical under-

love for our places and our homes (locaphilia); and love

pinnings. For example, if a government’s choices—to act, not to

for the people of today and tomorrow (sociophilia, and

act, or not to act urgently—allow for public infrastructure that

egophilia).

provides a public service, such as clean freshwater, to poison its
citizens, particularly the poor, minorities, women, and children,
then those choices show the values decision makers prioritize,
such as short-term economic gain over short- and long-term
public health. This in turn shows disregard for the public trust
of its citizens, which is an erosion of democracy and the rule of
law, and/or a lack of care for the vulnerable. Ethical engagement seeks to draw out those ethical underpinnings and bring
them to the forefront. Then, through applied ethics, ethical engagement is a process used to inform and guide future action.

Ethics, and ethical engagement, is
foundational to an ecological approach
to law and governance.

nn We must always strive to attain social, economic, and

ecological justice and to support these and other universal
human rights—for poverty and ecological and human health
are inextricably linked and cannot be solved separately.
nn We must see the strength in diversity; differences in

language, belief, and practice—or bio-cultural diversity—
are necessary for biological evolution, support scientific
knowledge, and nurture solutions to our shared social and
environmental problems.
nn It is dangerous for the future of all of life to commodify life,

which includes placing a price on nature, appropriating
life processes, and synthetically creating new life forms
and introducing them into the biosphere.
nn Scientific research, and the application of scientific

knowledge, is not value-neutral.
The Biosphere Ethics Initiative (BEI) and Ethical Principles of
Ecological Law and Governance. The BEI is an international
soft law program of the Center for Environmental Ethics and
Law. “The BEI began in 2004 with an IUCN Resolution from
the IUCN Comité français to develop a code of ethics for biodiversity conservation. It was led for nearly a decade by the
Center for Humans and Nature and was adopted in 2012 by
IUCN. It seeks to witness, highlight, and share ethical princi-

nn Ecological reconciliation is necessary for a sustainable

future: we must confront the truth of the past, the harms to
humans and nature in the name of humans and/or nature,
and reconcile ourselves with those impacts; we must be
able to forgive and move forward, without blame or guilt.
nn Animals, plants (or other-than-humans) and humans have

sacred spaces in nature, places that are vital to their wellbeing and healthy development.

ples of biodiversity conservation. The work of the BEI is ac-

nn People from all backgrounds and ages carry wisdom that

tuated through the Relato Methodology, a process of ethical

is important for our common future. We must build trust

engagement with local communities around the world.

among generations, cultures, and professions.

Conservation action within these communities is witnessed, its
underlying ethical principles are identified and unpacked, and
then the work is promoted in scholarly research and at local
and international fora.
The global Evolving Biosphere Ethic is a living document that
incorporates the work and partners of the BEI, including ELGA.
It has been translated into English, Spanish, Portuguese,
Arabic, French, Afrikaans, and most recently, Russian.
Foundational principles of the BEI that are being promoted
within ELGA include:2

nn Play in and around nature is vital to the healthy

development of children and adults.
nn If we protect the vulnerable people, places, species, and

societies, we protect everyone and everything.
nn The media has a key ethical role in ecological education,

impact, empowerment, and the truth.
For purposes of a single article, it is difficult to provide the
detail of the on-the-ground ethical action that led to the creation of these principles. Which is a good thing! There is so
much good happening in so many places around the world. For
a brief overview, these principles take shape in action through

nn We must recognize ecological solidarity between humans

policies where conservation management was used as a tool for

and nature, with the obligation of respect and the

social upliftment and economic empowerment; where women
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were given leadership roles in conservation, for when women

national, and global methodology is constantly revolving and

succeed, communities succeed; where a philosophy of “touch-

evolving. ELGA will work to examine the differences and simi-

ing the Earth lightly” was promoted with development efforts;

larities around the world, prioritizing local stories and experi-

where conservation management focused on managing change,

ence without ever losing sight of the ecological whole.

and not reaching some stable, steady state; where conservation
was linked to human and ecological integrity; where the power
of particular local place and history was acknowledged, as well
as that community’s place in the world; where hands-on, immersive play and education was part of an ecological literacy
campaign; where religion was the basis for ethics and ecology;
where ethics was used as a common ground to bring people
together; where the interdependence of all things was acknowledged; where conservation is connected to culture and identity,
and the loss of certain species, spaces, and resources is a loss of
culture and identity; where resource scarcity provided opportunities for engagement and peace; where the entire community of life was promoted; where sharing knowledge among generations was promoted; where human dignity was understood
as a central ecological value; where environmental security is
seen as national security; where nature was recognized to have
intrinsic rights; and where nature was given legal rights.
PROCEDURAL AND SUBSTANTIVE CONSIDERATIONS
OF ECOLOGICAL LAW

The procedural and substantive considerations for ELGA must
be broadly and narrowly defined, and they are a work in progress. As noted above, ELGA promotes the entire Earth, the ecological whole, in decision-making, and views humans as a part
of ecosystems, and not separate from them. At the same time,
it recognizes the level of specificity needed to ensure the health
of ecosystems, and so promotes ecological literacy that unites
disciplines with a common ecological understanding and a new

ELGA also seeks to work within existing law and governance
systems, while also pushing boundaries to advance new legal
and governance structures to better protect the foundations of
life. It does not seek to re-invent the wheel, unless the wheel
is or needs to be broken. For example, can it be possible to
expand the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) to include
holistic, systems thinking (local, regional, and global impacts,
across borders and sectors) and ethical engagement (e.g., consideration of future generations or vulnerable people, places,
and species)? Can there be an obligation to assess long-term
perspectives? Can the EIA be more than a procedural requirement, but a substantive prerequisite? Should it be re-named
the Ecological Impact Statement, to more accurately describe
what is needed to occur?
ELGA also seeks to transition away from cost-benefit analysis, as this current analysis prioritizes economic and human
development over ecological integrity. ELGA requires that the
burden of proof be on those causing the harm. Some states are
also beginning to allow legal standing for species and ecosystems; ELGA supports these procedural movements in jurisprudence and seeks to expand them to other states. An issue that
must be resolved, however, is how to properly reconcile human
rights and ecological law and governance. Perhaps if the procedural step for any action is to address the question of how an
action promotes or harms the foundations of life, it could be
understood to include both humans and nature.

language, with a trans-disciplinary and systematic approach,

Some of ELGA’s founders also had more specific concerns.

and strong ties between science and law. Yet it also recogniz-

For example, a review of negotiation methodologies must take

es the limits to human understanding, and so advances a deep

place for any substantive change to occur. Treaties and poli-

precautionary principle.3

cies may be created by diverse stakeholders at a single table,

ELGA …supports legal mechanisms that
give non-governmental organizations and
individuals the rights to represent nature.

but too often the power at this table is unequal, or there are
no foundational, even non-negotiable, terms agreed upon at
the outset. Does nature have a voice at the table? Do future
generations have a voice at the table? Are human rights, such
as the right to develop, absolute? And as mentioned above, is
conventional cost-benefit analysis ethically appropriate? Is it

ELGA’s work is based on an Earth democracy philosophy, understanding that everyone in our societies has a role to play
in ecological governance as ecological citizens.4 Laws and

enough for states to argue only in terms of self-interest, even
when their actions affect others? Can we derive firm bottom
lines that respect ecological integrity?

policies must be drafted through diverse stakeholders within

Another procedural consideration of ELGA could be to height-

a multi-disciplinary, cross-sectoral network, and this local,

en the role of the state as the protector of the general public.
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If the first duty of the state is to protect its people, and most
constitutions provide an individual right to life and liberty,
this duty should be raised whenever ecological harms occur.
States create the laws that allow or don’t allow harms to occur.
Therefore, ELGA seeks to promote state responsibility and accountability for the protection of, or harm to, the foundations
of life. National security interests are just beginning to include
climate change as a factor in human safety; this should be expanded to include all ecological harms. When the foundations
of life are under attack, who is most responsible? Who is at
their defense, legally and ethically?5
Not only should states have responsibility for the effects of their
actions within their borders, they should also have responsibilities beyond their borders. This requires a new understanding
of state sovereignty. All decision-making should come from
an ecologically whole perspective. Sovereign states should be

the limits of human understanding. It is probably most fitting
to end with the conclusion of the most recent statement from
ELGA, the Siena Statement of Solidarity. It acknowledges what
we face, but also what we can be, if we stand together:
A revolution in thinking, a re-imagination of the mind,
with a new language is needed. We will work together to
define, develop, and implement ecological law and governance, and promote a real, workable vision for the future.
And we will share and amplify the many stories of success
that can already be seen around the world, for they are indicators of change occurring. But we do not face our challenges blindly. We know that there are powerful forces
directly and indirectly harming the foundations of all life
on Earth. However, together, we face them with truth,
justice, care, and courage. An ecological approach is a life
approach—and we cannot fail.

seen as global trustees whose whole shapes its parts, rather
than the parts shaping the whole. This would require states to
understand that as all life is interconnected, all state decisions
impact other nations. On this Earth, any individual, community, region, or state is one among many, and together they make
up the whole. This line of thinking is seen in planetary bound-

Kathryn Gwiazdon, J.D., Esq. is Executive Director, Center
for Environmental Ethics and Law, a member of the Steering
Committee of the Ecological Law and Governance Association, and
Deputy Chair, Ethics Specialist Group, IUCN World Commission on
Environmental Law.

ary discussions: how can law and governance properly recognize and limit human action within our planetary boundaries?
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ELGA also understands that common property and state sovereignty can co-exist, and as addressed earlier, there is a need to
re-define the commons as the entire Earth system, not simply
the leftovers of state sovereignty.
ELGA also supports legal mechanisms that give non-governmental organizations and individuals the rights to represent
nature and hopes to further develop the scale, scope, and practice of the rights of nature. States around the world have also
been creating constitutionally protected rights to a healthy environment. ELGA advocates for stronger implementation and
broader interpretation of those rights.
Lastly, at least for purposes of this article, ecological law and
governance seek not to be a separate practice or profession, but
an integral part to all law and policy making, just as our ecological systems are an integral part to all life. ELGA hopes that one
day all decision-makers, on all decisions, ask and address: how
does this decision affect the foundations of life?
CONCLUSION

Ecological law and governance is global and local, holistic and
particular, and based in strong science while also accepting
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NOTES
1. In the Sala dei Nove in the Palazzo Pubblico in Siena is The Allegory of Good and Bad
Government, painted in the early fourteenth century by Ambrogio Lorenzetti. The frescos
consist of scenes depicting good and bad government, including the listed Virtues of Good
Government, and its effects in the city and the country.
2. These principles are found in the “Evolving Biosphere Ethic” of the Center for
Environmental Ethics and Law, available at http://environmentalethicsandlaw.org/theevolving-biosphere-ethic. Accessed May 3, 2018.
3. On the precautionary approach in regulatory policy, see D.A. Kysar, Regulating from
Nowhere: Environmental Law and the Search for Objectivity (New Haven, CT: Yale University
Press, 2010).
4. See generally K. Bosselmann, “Earth Democracy: Institutionalizing Sustainability and
Ecological Integrity,” in J. Ronald Engel, L. Westra, and K. Bosselmann, eds., Democracy,
Ecological Integrity, and International Law (Newcastle upon Tyne, UK: Cambridge Scholars
Publishing, 2010).
5. This concept has been explored more thoroughly in K. Gwiazdon, “The State v. The
Environment: The Ethical and Legal Implications for State Non-action in Protecting the
Foundations of Life,” in L. Westra, K. Bosselmann, J. Gray, and K. Gwiazdon, eds., Ecological
Integrity, Law and Governance (New York: Routledge, 2018).
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Living in the Shadow of a
Black Hydra
TIMOTHY B. LEDUC

A black snake is trying to weave its way across Turtle Island,

ceremony and a sense of responsibility to the land’s spirit. On

from the heart of the United States to Canada’s western and

the one hand, such a spiritual approach brings some discom-

eastern shores. It began slithering into our popular conscious-

fort to progressive environmentalists who are often dedicated

ness with the highly publicized Keystone XL confrontations, in

to the power of secular logic and science in their responses.3 At

which the Lakota people connected a prophecy of a black snake

the same time, the central role of Indigenous cultures in these

that bestows pain, sorrow, and destruction to the development

confrontations gives a feeling of coming full circle as we col-

of this pipeline. The concern informed a seven-year alliance

lectively confront isolating assumptions that are historically

of Indigenous people, settlers, and environmentalists that

woven with our growing shadows.

managed to temporarily stop it. From this seeming death came
the U.S. government’s approval of the Dakota Access Pipeline
(DAPL), and another confrontation with this serpent ensued.

The Black Hydra is bringing to the modern world a challenge
to re-learn a spirited wisdom that is Indigenous to our planet.
If we affirm this call, it will open up a very different sense of

North of the border in Canada, Indigenous people have likewise

our heightening climate-energy crisis and what a sustainable

called forth its mythic image. In New Brunswick, the Maliseet

response entails. Yet such an act seems quite difficult for many

activist Beverly Perley talks about the Energy East pipeline in

who are invested in the modern world. In the words of the

the terms of a prophecy told by her aunt: “A snake is going to

Seneca teacher John Mohawk, this is because Indigenous tradi-

come from the West to the East, across our land and poison our

tions continue to illuminate “a set of moralities that the west has
generally found to be both confusing and inappropriate.”4 What

waters and land.” Adding that “the only way to kill it, is to cut
off the head.”1 What we face today is a snake with many heads,

confuses us is the way these stories seem to weave an external

a Hydra, which is very difficult to decapitate.

challenge with the internal state of people. The pipeline serpent

Indigenous traditions have long recognized the responsibility
of people to affirm their humanity by siding with those values
that honor our relations with the water, land, climate, and spiritual source of life. The Maliseet understanding of Perley leads

not only tries to cross all external borders with its polluting
impacts, but also casts a shadow at the core of our humanity.
By following its mythic trail, we can get a deeper sense of the
changes now being asked of us by a climatically uncertain world.

her to say “that the greatest allies in fighting the black snake will

The voice has grown loud since that long-ago time when some

come from . . . ancestors through spiritual ceremony,” which,

humans began hearing a faint whisper say, we can have it all. The

she adds, does not mean denying the need for active protest.2

whole of creation is here for us to know and take hold of. Today

Similarly, the Keystone conflict fostered an Indigenous-

the messages permeate our awareness through the screens that

Cowboy-Environmentalist alliance that was grounded in

mediate many of our social relations, implicitly leaving us with
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NASA, Turtle Island

the impression that human concerns and machinations are the

while confronting those who protest the building of the Trans

center of it all. Then there is what we hear and see in the news

Mountain Pipeline in British Columbia. For Indigenous commu-

of the day as President Trump issues executive orders to limit

nities and those with environmental concerns, this “tangled-up

birth control, build walls to keep immigrants out, deport others,

mess” is actually the proposed serpentine pipelines themselves

and move full ahead with the Keystone and Dakota pipelines.

that aim to carry tar-like oil across the sacred creation.

As stated in the January 24, 2017, Presidential Memorandum
regarding construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline: “I believe
that construction and operation of lawfully permitted pipeline
infrastructure serve the national interest.” North of the border in
my home of Canada, the Liberal Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
applauds Trump’s move “because it means economic growth
and good jobs.” The steps leading away from life in a sacred

Each time a head is seemingly cut off, others grow elsewhere.
This is no normal black snake slithering across land and water.
In the words of Anishinaabe scholar-activist Winona LaDuke:
“The hydra of pipeline proposals across North America should
give us cause to pause—and say . . . what are we doing?”5 The
immediate worry is about spills on land and into the Missouri

world are today being globalized from the heart of Turtle Island.

River, which the Dakota pipeline is to traverse under the river-

On December 4, 2016, the Army Corps of Engineers announced

that increases the rate of corrosion, thus also increasing the

that the DAPL was being halted for an environmental impact
assessment, but only after a series of escalating conflicts with
Indigenous and environmental protestors. Around the same
time of DAPL’s momentary delay, Canada’s government rejected the Northern Gateway pipeline across northern British
Columbia while approving two other pipelines. A year earlier,
TransCanada’s Keystone XL was declared dead when President
Obama stated that this pipeline “will not serve the national interests of the United States.” For President Trump, all these delays
and obstructions to the Alberta tar sands flow of oil reflected the
way in which the “regulatory process in this country has become
a tangled-up mess.” It took a month for his presidential order
to violently evict the DAPL protestors from their camps to take

bed. There is a gritty and acidic nature to the diluted bitumen
likelihood of pipeline spills.6 Recognizing this situation, on
September 23, 2016, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples called upon the United States
to halt its construction “in recognition of dire and direct threats
to the drinking water, burial grounds and sacred sites of the
Standing Rock Sioux people.”7 We in North America are quickly
approaching what LaDuke describes as a crossroads, where
modern infrastructure crumbles in the face of “oil spills, climate
change, and a lost opportunity to become energy efficient and
self-sufficient with renewables and post petroleum choices.”
The multi-headed pipeline is writhing to stay alive in the face
of all the signs that indicate we are moving toward a downturn.

effect. Meanwhile, in Canada, Trudeau’s government touts the

How do we kill a multi-headed Black Hydra? This mythic ques-

need to fulfill the responsibilities of the Paris Climate Accord

tion draws me back to memories of sitting around a kitchen
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table with friends playing Dungeons and Dragons. As a teen-

change below 2° Celsius. It is an agreement that President

ager, this game introduced me to the lore of the hydra, whose

Obama signed, though the United States has since withdrawn

five heads gave it many advantages in any fight. It was difficult

from it. In Canada, Prime Minister Trudeau’s pragmatic re-

to blind, charm, deafen, frighten, or knock unconscious. More

sponse to the pipelines occurred as his government took a

than that, it was always wakeful both in its defense and in its

strong leadership role in the Paris negotiations and then domes-

search for opportunistic attack. When it came to the fallout of

tically initiated a national carbon tax. This is a difficult balance

actual combat, all those around the table knew that if all the

when the pipelines will carry bitumen that some describe as

heads were not slain in a single turn, the hydra would grow two

junk energy, because every unit of energy needed for its ex-

more for any that were lost. Its formidable power was drawn

traction and processing returns only four to six units, which

from ancient myths of a chthonic water animal that lived in the

contrasts with the fifteen of conventional oil.9 From extraction

swamps where it guarded its treasure and the entrance to the
Underworld—a dark, ghostly world that its failed conquerors
also came to inhabit.
There is much symbolism carried by such a mythic presence,
and it can teach us something about our present challenge.
When a hydra appeared in Europe’s ancient past, the myths
cycled toward stories of civilizations whose fate hung in the
balance.8 Its immensity and regenerative capacity signified that
an epoch of significant change was coming. A reactive world
was bringing society against its limits and capacity to respond.
In fact, the hydra often appeared because its underground treasure had been taken by people without a sense of responsibility and duty. Our time is not that different as we come upon a
crossroad of our own making. What are we doing? The question
posed by LaDuke arises from the dissonance of investing billions of dollars on oil infrastructure that not only has the potential to devastate land and water, but that will ultimately result in
the spilling of greenhouse gases into Earth’s atmosphere. It is in
times like these that a hydra makes its presence known.
Just over a year ago in Paris some celebrated an international
agreement to cut carbon emissions to keep global temperature

to pipeline delivery, everything about the tar sands seems to
foster a darker future for the air, climate, water, land, and all
life, including humans. And yet from the shadows comes the
message that these issues are merely the trade-off for economic
growth, jobs, and the modern lifestyle we so covet.
Some Indigenous elders saw signs of this challenge to the modern
desire for ever-growing energy and resources long before this
Black Hydra. John Mohawk tells a story of taking the Hopi elder
Thomas Banyacya for a tour of Haudenosaunee country. Driving
along the American side of Lake Ontario, they approached the
Niagara Falls power dam and the “endless maze” of electric lines
that radiated from it.10 Banyacya asked to have the car pulled
over, and Mohawk describes what ensued: “For a long time, in
silent awe, he stood beside the road,” and then spoke: “In the
Hopi teachings, we are told that toward the end of the world,
Spider Woman will come back and she will weave her web across
the landscape. . . . I believe I have just seen her web.” What he
saw was deeper than the lines of wire, or pipelines that we all see
with our eyes. He also witnessed a spiritual “symbol of the end
of this world as we know it.” For Mohawk, he was connecting
the web of lines to the progressive idealism and technological
optimism of the West and how this blinds us to the West’s role
in manifesting problems of increasing scale, like climate change.
These Indigenous traditions tell stories of a cycling world that
brings about an “end” in order to make way for something new.
This is what the hydra represented in pre-Christian Europe.
This is what Spider Woman brings in Hopi teachings: notice of
our present move toward the planet’s fourth world. The fateful
web of spirited women weavers is also familiar to ancient
Western Europe, where the women formed mythical groups of
three known as the Norns.11 Not only did their fine spirit threads
weave the patterned tapestry of individual lives, but also connected with larger cultural, terrestrial, temporal, and spiritual
webs. Offering a contemporary perspective, Jungian scholar
James Hillman describes the dream imagery of these Spider
Women as something that applies when people’s dreams are

Pipelines in North America

caught in states of illusion and power fantasies. She then spins
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threads “that can catch and hold any winged fantasy,” as her
luminous tapestry takes on nightmarish shadows that pull us
back into creation.12
While the approach of Spider Woman indicates significant
change is upon us, her stories also offer guidance to those who
slow down and closely listen to what is needed to kill the Black
Hydra. A well-known Western tale is of the Greek hero Hercules
who also had difficulties with the task of killing a hydra—apparently for the same reasons I learned of around the gaming tables
of youth. Every time Hercules smashed a head with his club two
more heads appeared, until he learned the secret of torching
and cauterizing after each decapitation. But what Hercules puts
to rest one-by-one is not simply the external heads of a monster,
for its blood also symbolizes the internalized human vices of
pathological anger, greed, lust, vanity, resentment, and grasping
control.13 One way to think about these mythic vices in relation
to our present challenge is as an energy addiction that is illuminating our interconnection to the web of creation—a web that
is being colored in increasingly darker hues because of our resistance to dealing with our ever-growing addiction by slowing
down, consuming less, and recognizing our place in creation.

John Singer Sargent, Hercules and the Hydra, 1921

Pipelines, bitumen extraction, fracking, and offshore development are analogous on a societal scale to those dark corners
where the vices of addiction lead as we try to sustain behaviors that are making us hit bottom.14 Just as individual addicts
become more isolated, anti-social, irrational, and angry, our
energetic addiction is extending the modern separation from
creation. The extreme position of President Trump simply
highlights some of those isolating vices: an urge for control
through building walls and removing the unfamiliar, enabling
frontier profit and climate change denial while using anger
and belittling to undermine any questioning voices. All these
vices are more broadly rooted in the male and colonial behaviors that we hang on to at all costs, and thus Trump’s position
brings the scope of our cultural challenge into clearer view.

low-hanging fruit not only requires less cultural change, but is
a mirage because it carries a significant energy penalty that requires burning more fossil fuels to develop a global industry for
gathering, compressing, transporting, and storing the gases.15
Then there are the more pragmatic and progressive dynamics
like Canada’s dual support of a carbon tax and pipelines.
These Indigenous and Greek myths remind us that burying an
immoral head is quite a difficult task because the dark shadows
of life cannot be fully controlled or slain. Rather, we need ways
to sustain our awareness of external realities that respond to the
quality of our actions and awareness.16 This awareness is exactly
what someone caught in an addiction is also called to confront.

The most difficult feat in Hercules’s fight was dealing with the

Healing often requires recognizing locked-in behaviors, which

hydra’s central, immortal head. While the peripheral head

are a kind of illness beyond the addict’s control and thus require

could be cauterized, all he could do with the hydra’s power

a degree of surrender to the help of others and a higher power.

center was to cut it off, place it deep in the ground, and cover

We are in a similar societal position today as the Black Hydra

it with a huge stone. What is this immortal head in our present

asks us to re-learn the art of surrendering what no longer works

moment? Deeper than the dark fossil fuels of the pipelines is

through an awareness of the web of relations we belong to, which

what they fuel: the speedy, limitless, and virtual ways of living

is much larger than us as individuals, cultures, nations, and even

that the serpent continually promises. These powerful messag-

as a species. The spiritual dimensions of such an admission will

es persist even when devising climatic responses. Exemplary

require a herculean effort for those of us closely fated to modern

is the carbon capture and storage technology for greenhouse

ways. This is because our immortal vice that binds the range of

gases that is often touted as a solution to climate change. This

modern approaches is a belief in the centrality and infallibility
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of human control over creation, despite all the shadowy signs

“throw off the mindset of the immigrant,” and live “as if this is

that pull us in a very different direction.

the land that feeds you, as if these are the streams from which

The multi-headed pipeline requires a diversity of responses,
though that which vanquishes its immortal head must come
from a deeper spiritual source than the protest of being against
something. This is what Indigenous responses to the pipelines
highlight. It is also described by Andrew Harvey as a “sacred
activism” that can allow any of our diverse spiritual practices to inspire broad cultural change, while actively grounding
our spirituality in the natural world.17 We each need to engage
this work with the gifts we can offer, from supporting protests
from afar to actively confronting local manifestations. But intertwined with public protest is the call to embody changes in
our ways of living. This does not need to be seen as individualized austerity or asceticism, but as communal actions that
coordinate the withdrawal of people from fossil-fuel intensive
markets—perhaps starting with those emissions that tend to be
more luxury than need-based.
While the Black Hydra casts a growing shadow, Spider Woman
continues to weave a great energetic web where spirit and materiality interpenetrate. For those who try to transcend the experience of being in creation, these mythic presences can be
feared because they draw us back in. When our vices lead us
to resist the pull of these mythic presences, then the shadows
grow around us, as they have been doing for some time now.
And to be clear, Spider Woman and the Black Hydra are not
simply collective dream images of our fears. Rather, Hillman
counsels “they are not ours,” for they are real energetic presences that the myths help us see as responsive to our actions.18
This is a shocking prospect to many progressives who are beginning to sense something like an approaching wall that is
more profound and challenging than President Trump’s vision.
Our time asks us to re-position all our progressive responses, from active resistance to carbon taxes to lifestyle change,
within a mythic awareness.
We are in a fateful moment where the political desire to deport
and remove unwanted peoples from Turtle Island is occurring just as the web of creation is itself bringing forth a Black
Hydra to see what today’s humans are made of. The serpent
before us “has jaws and paws” that can tear at our lives, and
thus Hillman reminds us that the best action is to give “that
primordial respect” long displayed by Indigenous peoples. It is
asking us whether we belong here or not. Can we disentangle
our destructive tendencies to open ourselves to a different way
of living? We are being called to, in the words of Robin Wall
Kimmerer, “naturalize” modern institutions and worldviews,

you drink, that build your body and fill your spirit.”19 Such
active surrender is a healing response to that original vice that
led many of us to walk out of creation for the lure of human
control and profit. Wherever we live is where we now must
renew our relations within life’s beautiful tapestry.

Timothy Leduc is author of the new book, A Canadian Climate of
Mind: Passages from Fur to Energy and Beyond (McGill-Queen’s
University Press, 2016), which looks at climate change as an
initiatory call to heal that painful and violent disconnection at the
root of modern culture. His first book, Climate, Culture, Change:
Inuit and Western Dialogues with a Warming North (University of
Ottawa Press, 2011), was short-listed for the 2012 Canada Prize and
looked at climate science from the perspective of Inuit cosmology.
He is faculty in the area of land-based social work at Wilfrid Laurier
University in Canada.
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hat with a skirt that hung to his shoulders, insect repellant
and sunscreen. To shade the blazing sun, he worked under a

Prairie Structures
TERRY EVANS

large umbrella, which helped him photograph the plants in
even light. He made a kind of slider on rails for his camera,
put the camera on the slider about six inches above the ground
and pointed the camera straight ahead, setting up a view that
captured the ground and sky as well. Each frame spanned ten
inches with eight to sixteen species in each frame.

I

n the composite image printed on the previous page are
combined views of the layers of dense prairie growth
at my feet, which I photographed during a light rain in

northern Indiana on January 11, 2018. This is a bit of the story
contained by a plot of less than two acres of prairie.
My friend Jack White, an ecologist, recently explained to me
how he came to have a better understanding of the structure
of a prairie. Jack already thoroughly and deeply understood
prairies from reading more than a thousand articles and from
all his years of field studies. How could he not understand prairies after looking intensively at prairies for fifty-two years? (He
claims that he still has only a “rather rudimentary and narrow
understanding of the prairie,” but maybe he means it in the
sense that one can never really know another person no matter
how long and intimate the relationship?)
Jack was working on approximately a third of an acre of a privately owned and cared for ancient prairie in central Illinois
at the corner of two township roads near a railroad track. His
work process is formidable. He knelt on a low platform above
the ground so he could look down instead of across the ground.
He laid out a plot of one square foot and made a map of that
plot, which was the same size as the plot itself. He then mapped
the location of every plant in the plot: one hundred twenty-five
stems of thirty-seven different species. He then measured and
described every shoot and sketched examples of each plant
species found within this plot. That initial work on one square
foot took three days.

There are a lot more details about Jack’s research that I’m
leaving out, but you get my point: that Jack is a rigorous scientist. He explains that he was “trying to understand the demographics of the prairie.” He also shared with me that finally,
after scrutinizing those two square meters of prairie for over
114 hours during a ten-day period, “I can see the structure like
a map in 3D in my mind’s eye. It was a transformative experience.” As I begin to understand Jack’s demographic studies, I
see that his work is an expression of love. This reminds me of
Navajo writer Barney Mitchell, who wrote, “The greatest sacred
thing is knowing the order and structure of things.”
At the edge of Kempton, Illinois, Don Gardner, eighty-six years
old, has been thinking about and reconstructing a prairie for
about forty years on his farmland, where he grew up. He knows
that a reconstructed prairie is not nearly the same as an original ancient prairie, but it is still something that matters, to
bring attention to and care for farmed land in order to replicate its previous identity. What Don is doing is far different
than buying a bag of mixed prairie seeds and scattering them
around the front yard, as some of us might do when our interest in the prairie is piqued.
When he was a young boy, he used to walk along the old nearby
railroad tracks, where he saw various plants he was unfamiliar with. His father explained to him that these plants were
native prairie plants and that prairies had covered the whole
region once. At age ten, Don would herd his father’s dairy cows.
He says, “Sometimes I would sit on a rail and look across this
narrow strip of prairie, and I would close my eyes so I couldn’t

Next, he expanded the plot to a square meter and identified

see clearly, but make it sort of hazy out there, and I would try

every plant in it. Then he laid out another square meter next

to project this prairie onto the horizon.”1 Rebuilding the prairie

to the first one, and he clipped and bagged all 1,799 plants in

was more challenging than envisioning it, as Don found when

the plot. He used a different bag for each species, and he sorted

he started out with seven acres of pasture land in 1974.

them by seedlings, by plants that were in flower or had already
flowered, and then the remaining plants. He took all these
plants back to his office to be dried and weighed.

He continued to develop prairie plots across the field until
1990. In 2001 he acquired an adjacent field. Using seed from
his core field, he planted the adjacent one that had been pre-

During a hot July week, Jack was covered from head to toe in

viously tilled for row crops. He gathered seeds from various

boots, gaiters, long pants, a long-sleeved shirt, gloves, a sun

Illinois prairies within 120 miles of his site, being sure to stay
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in ecological range of his land. He now burns his prairie every

It has to do with beauty. It has to do with how a prairie looks at

year after careful preparation by mowing paths around the

the ground level and being able to see what’s right in front of

prairie to contain the fire. When I look at Don’s reconstruct-

you in a two-square-meter plot for ten hours a day for ten days.

ed prairie, I somehow know that I’m not looking at an ancient
original prairie, but I also know intuitively that I am seeing the
results of a long relationship of nurturing and listening to the
land. A staggering amount of time and learning have gone into
raising this prairie, not dissimilar to raising a child.

When I first discovered the prairie ecosystem in 1978 near
Salina, Kansas, where I lived, I thought that I might begin to
understand the structure of the prairie by photographing it
with rigor. I spent about a year and a half walking through and
photographing, several times a week, an eighty-acre prairie

These days I feel hopeful for our human relationship to the

that had never been plowed or grazed, owned by Nick and Joyce

Earth when I’m with Jack White or Don Gardner. But si-

Fent. I thought that if I photographed as objectively as possi-

multaneously, I grieve President Trump’s recent devastating

ble, I might not only understand the structure of the prairie,

reduction, by 75 percent, of the 1.3 million acre Bears Ears

but also the structure of the universe. I spent about seven years

National Monument in Utah. We can begin to imagine that

exploring that prairie and others in Kansas and Nebraska.

this national monument will soon be opened up to mining
and riddled with roads to accommodate drilling. This is such a
tragedy, a huge loss of protected public land. Back here in the
Midwest, we mined and farmed almost all of our native prairie
ecosystems in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. With
a few exceptions, only tiny fragments—scattered acreage—
remain of the great prairies that once covered our region before

I’m only now returning to look again directly at the prairie
ecosystem that has guided all my work since then. I have witnessed changes over the past forty years and photographed
these changes as the great prairies have become drilled and
fracked, industrialization that has harmed both the land and
the people who live there. I have realized that I need to study

European settlement.

the wisdom of the healthy prairie remnants that remain.

I recently photographed two ancient intact prairie remnants
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in parts every year to regenerate the soil and by pulling out, by
hand, the invasive clover and Russian thistle. He is the guardian

Terry Evans is an American photographer whose work explores the

of these two places of beauty. Without human guardians, the

environmental impact of humans on landscapes in the American

remaining prairie fragments would quickly be invaded by trees

Midwest and is notable for aerial perspective photos of prairies.

and shrubs and non-native species from nearby landscapes.

Her work has been collected by numerous museums including

Prairie fragments are our only reference points for the Earth’s

Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City. She is a Guggenheim

soil and plants that grew in the great swath of prairie that once
stretched from Canada to Texas and from Indiana to the Rocky
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at the Land Institute, where they develop perennial grain and
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seed crops and research polycultures that mimic prairie ecosystems. Intact ancient prairies have also something less definable

NOTES

that has to do with a prairie being itself, in its original identity.

1. R.J. Reber, “A Passion for Prairie,” Illinois Steward 14, no. 2 (Summer 2005): 14.
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THE CONTROL OF NATURE
Gregory E. Kaebnick

were very rare in New Jersey in 1960—almost locally extinct—
and that they have rebounded remarkably well. We learn that
standard government practice in 1960 was to shoot a bear
that wandered into any municipality, and that today, standard
practice is to leave them alone. However, with the population
growing, bear hunts have been reinstated. We also learn that,
just as people are trying to figure out how to live with bears,
bears seem to be trying to figure out how to live with people—

John McPhee is one of the great science journalists of our
time—and by “our time” I mean, more or less, my lifetime,
because McPhee’s career with The New Yorker started in 1963,
the year I was born. In his eighties now, McPhee is still plying
his craft and has another fascinating essay in the March 5,
2018, issue of The New Yorker. It is about his desire to see a
black bear from a window in his house, which is in Princeton,
New Jersey. Like all of McPhee’s writing, it overflows and then
floods with details: the number of bears in New Jersey in 1966
and today, the names of the streets near McPhee’s house, how
in 1980 a bear wandered into New Jersey’s Hunterdon and
Mercer counties and was killed by a police officer, municipality policies on stray bears, several more bear stories, advice on
what to do if a bear charges, and finally a story revealing that
McPhee has still not seen a bear from his window. And as with
much of McPhee’s writing, it’s not at all obvious why the piece
was written—what its underlying point is, or if it has one. What
are all his details accomplishing? Yet there seems to be a point;

swiping food from kitchen counters when they can, but keeping
out of sight for much of the day and becoming active at dawn
and twilight, when they are less likely to encounter humans.
They can maim and kill people, but mostly they are desperately
afraid of people and run away astonishingly fast. (Don’t try to
outrun a bear.) McPhee has for many years wanted to see one
from his house, but he never has and probably never will. But
a couple of years ago, his wife did, and she took pictures: “This
bear was not afraid of anything. Rolling its shoulders, flexing,
shrugging, soaking up the sun, it groomed itself. It sat there
and groomed itself (!!!).”
“Nature” is painfully difficult to parse. Many philosophers, following the
nineteenth century empiricist John Stuart Mill,
hold that the concept of
what is natural is of no

the writing is picayune and riveting at once.

use in making decisions

I find the essay to be a sophisticated reflection on the human

do to ourselves, other

relationship to nature. The essay is titled “Direct Eye Contact,”

people, other organisms,

and the title, along with the small tag line that appears above

or anything else in the world around us. It gives us no ethical

the title and ostensibly identifies the category or department

standard and besides, there is nothing “natural” in our world.

to which the essay belongs, are the best hints to the reader of

We—we humans generally, that is—have already done so much

what the essay will accomplish. The tagline is “The Control

to change the world that it is impossible to distinguish what is

of Nature.”

unaffected by humans from what is. Simply by living we affect

The text does not directly address the control of nature,
however; it moves through and around it. We learn that bears

about what we should

everything around us, thereby humanizing nature.
But the bear that McPhee’s wife saw—rolling its shoulders,
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flexing, shrugging, soaking up the sun, grooming itself—suggests otherwise. Bears have been affected by humans; not only
the bear population but also bear behavior is different from
what it would be without humans around. Bears have become
wary. McPhee tells us that they are active at sunrise and sunset,
laying low through much of the day, not because that’s been
typical bear behavior for hundreds of thousands of years but
because it lets them escape unwanted notice from humans.
They live amongst us: we can aspire to see them from our own

the history of those entities and phenomena. This history will
often have an on-the-one-hand-and-then-on-the-other-hand
structure, at the end of which—often enough—a plausible case
for saying something is natural can be made.

The value of nature and the value of human
activities are as interwoven as wild animals
and human communities are.

homes. They are, in a sense, controlled. And yet they remain
bears—wild animals, not human creations. They should be
treated with caution. It is wise to leave them alone. McPhee
wants to make eye contact with one but might never have a
chance to do so—and if the chance were to arise, then, depending on the circumstances, should perhaps decline to seize it, as

Identifying what we ought to do about nature is also difficult.
When we talk up the value of natural things, we sometimes
make fools of ourselves. We are inclined to contrast “natural”
and “chemical,” for example, as if natural objects were not also

a matter of personal safety. Bears are not controlled.

made up of chemicals, sometimes of particularly unwanted

A similar yes-but kind of account could be offered of many

idea of nature gets particularly mangled and misused in cor-

other things in nature—the oak trees whose acorns bears feed

porate hands, where it becomes a sometimes-absurd market-

on; the storms that knock the trees down and put the acorns in

ing tool. (Would anyone like some “all natural” 7Up?). Critics

reach of bears; the forests in which the oaks trees are found; the

see this resulting silliness as reason to abandon the concept

fields that used to be forests; the Kittatinny Mountain, which is

of nature. But the silliness shows the enduring importance of

the best home in New Jersey for black bears; and what McPhee

nature: “nature” can be put to corporate uses because we gen-

calls the larger, “very long mountain that runs, under various

uinely care about it. And the term is no worse off in this regard

names, from Alabama to Newfoundland as the easternmost ex-

than many other terms. “Pure” and “healthy” are subject to

pression of the folded-and-faulted, deformed Appalachians.”

similar misuses.

Some of these things are probably so deeply and continuously affected by humans that calling them natural is misleading.
Many of them are intertwined with humanity. But to dismiss
the term “natural” is itself misleading. Some of these things are
affected by humans but still seem to count as natural.

chemicals. Some of the most powerful poisons are natural. The

So what should be done about the New Jersey black bear population? McPhee gives no arguments, but the details he gives us
point toward various considerations. There are reasons to keep
the bear population under control. Bear hunting may thus have
some instrumental value. But many people are adopting a more

Dismissing the term “nature” is easiest when we try to consid-

accommodating, more preservationist mindset. Municipalities

er nature as an overarching, undifferentiated realm. Perhaps

try to leave black bears alone. McPhee’s chief ambition when it

nature is then only a world that belongs to the past (the McPhee

comes to bears is to achieve direct eye contact with them—from

book title Annals of the Former World, about the geology of

his window. The value of nature and the value of human activ-

the American West, comes to mind). Looking instead at par-

ities are as interwoven as wild animals and human communi-

ticular instances of possible nature—creatures, species, places,

ties are. My guess is that McPhee might be more tolerant of

patterns, systems—leads away from blanket responses and into

control of nature, and less attracted to preservation of nature,
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than I. In a book some years ago by the name The Control
of Nature, he told awe-inspiring stories about grand human
efforts to control natural processes—directing the flow of the
Mississippi River, halting lava flows in Iceland, controlling
floods in Los Angeles—and I do not recall that he expresses
any sense of regret or loss about the control of nature. Yet he
retains a desire to make simple eye contact with a wild black
bear, and that such a desire is present in someone who has
made a living writing about grand human interventions into
nature gives me hope.
It’s important that McPhee moves in and through the question
of what to do about nature, rather than addressing it head on.
Is there a better way to get people to care morally about nature
than to describe or depict natural things? Philosophers like
myself tend to want logical arguments—and they really want
arguments that go back to abstract principles. Here, that would
mean an argument in defense of the value of nature, quite generally. But a story about how badly you want to see a bear, acting
like a bear—wild, yet visible from your own home—is better.

Gregory E. Kaebnick is a scholar at The Hastings Center, where
he writes about biotechnologies and the human relationship
to nature. He is also the editor of the Hastings Center Report,
a bioethics journal published by the center. He co-directed a
collaborative project between The Hastings Center and the
Center for Humans and Nature that produced a collection
of essays on Recreating the Wild: De-extinction, Technology,
and the Ethics of Conservation. Available at: https://www.
thehastingscenter.org/publications-resources/special-reports-2/
recreating-wild-de-extinction-technology-ethics-conservation/
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GIVING ANIMALS A VOICE: LETTERS FROM AN
ASHLAND DEER
John Yunker

Animals talk. All around us, they converse and whisper and
shout. But because they speak in different languages, we, like
travelers in a foreign land, often tune out their voices, generalizing them into a background of bird calls, squirrel chirps,

hard to blame them. The town offers a plethora of food in the
forms of lush landscaping and organic gardens, as well as a
degree of protection from mountain lions (though not cars).
And for many years, the human residents have been mostly accommodating of the neighborhood cervids.
But in the past seven years that I’ve lived in Ashland I’ve
noticed a changing sentiment. Ashland is home to a growing
number of people relocating from large urban areas, such as
San Francisco, Portland, and Seattle. People who are not accustomed to seeing deer on their front lawns, let alone eating their
front lawns. People who view such animals as a nuisance. And
a vocal number of people have begun to view deer as a threat.

and dog barks. But there are some of us, such as naturalists
and writers, who do try to interpret these foreign languages.
Naturalists have devoted lifetimes to unlocking the secrets of
the whale’s sonar songs and the prairie dog’s complex vocabulary. And they have slowly progressed, albeit paced by peer
reviews and the scientific phobia of being accused of anthropomorphizing animals.
Writers are bound by no such restrictions. Writers are free to
imagine, to speculate, to invent languages. Writers are bound
only by the reader’s suspension of disbelief. Writers give voices
to animals in novels and short stories, in poems and picture
books. And, as this essay illustrates, even through letters to the
editor. What follows is a story of how I was inspired to give my
own voice to a species that needed one in an ongoing, life-anddeath drama taking place in a small town in Oregon.

DEER ATTACK!

In journalism, there is an aphorism: If a dog bites a man, it is
BACKSTORY: WHERE SUBURBS MEET WILDERNESS

not news; if a man bites a dog, that is news. In 2015, a handful

Ashland is a small, Southern Oregon town on the edge of the

of residents reported being “stalked” and “attacked” by deer, a

Klamath National Forest, one of the most ecologically diverse

story that quickly gathered national attention. We don’t know

regions in the United States. So it’s no surprise that the streets

exactly what was behind these attacks, how severe they actually

of Ashland are sometimes traversed not only by humans and

were, or even if they actually happened, as there were no re-

cars but by bears, coyotes, mountain lions, and, most common

ported hospital visits and no police reports. Naturalists gener-

of all, black-tailed deer. Deer have over the years become so

ally agree that these “attacks” were simply the result of female

comfortable in Ashland that they have made it their home. It’s

deer protecting their young. A mother deer will cross the street
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Preview, and generated significant reader response. Here is
the first letter, published in July 2015, from “the deer,” written
with the goal of giving the deer perspective.
Letter from an Ashland deer to the residents of Ashland,
It has come to my attention over the past year that a
number of Ashland residents are unhappy with our presence in their yards and streets. Some have gone so far as
to propose the culling (oh, let’s not sugar-coat it: slaughtering) of deer.
True, we deer do enjoy your landscaping a bit too much.
And, yes, we do not observe local traffic laws, something
we’re working on (a few additional deer crossing signs
would certainly help). Some residents wonder why we
don’t simply return to our “home” up in the wilderness
to stand between a dog and her young, an act that is justifiably
intimidating to humans. Just because a dog walker doesn’t see
fawns nearby doesn’t mean they are not there. I, too, once encountered a mother deer that put herself between me and her
fawns. I stopped and turned around. But sometimes people
don’t see the deer approaching in time to react.
In the media, a chorus of voices began calling for a “culling”
of the deer. At the time of these complaints, the city was conducting controlled burns in the hills surrounding Ashland in an
effort to minimize forest fires, and a number of mountain biking
competitions were also taking place—both of which could have
led to a greater number of deer wandering through town. I felt
that something needed to be done in defense of these creatures
that I love sharing our town with. And I realized that amidst all
the chatter a critical voice was not being heard—the voices of
the deer themselves.
LETTERS FROM AN ASHLAND DEER

that surrounds the town.
I’m writing to tell you that we’ve tried. Trust me on this.
But so far our efforts have been thwarted. Allow me
to explain.
A few months ago, we spent a few evenings in the
forest only to be awakened by humans setting brush
fires all around us. We later learned that this was part
of Ashland’s ongoing “thinning” project, which, for the
record, we support. But all this cutting and burning does
make it rather difficult for us deer to settle in up there,
wouldn’t you think? And good luck finding something to
eat amidst all that charred underbrush.
Nevertheless, I convinced a handful of fellow deer to give
the woods one more try. After a bit of searching we found
an uncharred section to settle down in, only to be terrorized as wave upon wave of mountain bikers descended
upon us. Apparently, there was some sort of race going

So I undertook an anonymous (until now) letter-writing cam-

on, and I don’t mind telling you that we felt safer dodging

paign taking on the voice of an Ashland deer. These letters were

cars on the streets of Ashland than dodging bikers up on

published in a free and widely read Ashland periodical, Sneak

those hills.
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For those humans who find deer a nuisance in Ashland, I

To the resident who lives in fear of a stalking, mali-

simply wish to stress that we deer have similar thoughts

cious deer, I sincerely apologize for your troubles. As

regarding humans in our forests.

with any species, there are always a few “bad apples.”

I sincerely hope that most residents do not support the
killing of our kind. We know that the tourists love to see
us—and, so I’m told, a good many locals. I ask that we
all follow the wise instruction of a bumper sticker I often
seen around town and “coexist.”
Kindly yours,
An Ashland deer
The Ashland Deer soon received letters in reply. In one

Trust me when I say that we deer are, by nature, keen
to avoid humans. It is only when we’re protecting our
young that, well, our hormones can get the better of us.
But should all deer suffer from random killings or sterilization simply because a mother was aggressive in her
efforts to protect her young? Should a rogue deer be
used to justify terrorizing all deer? As one letter noted,
more than 250 deer have died from car accidents from
2001 to 2011. Isn’t this enough culling of our species?

letter, the author documented the “trauma” she suffered

Finally, to the resident who proposes bow hunting

while walking her dog and accused the deer of “terrorizing”

within city limits: Right now —perhaps thanks to Cecil

residents. Another letter writer suggested deer sterilization

the Lion — I am picturing a viral video of a deer with

(a solution that has proven ineffective in other towns). What

an arrow jutting from her bleeding neck, dazed and

I found interesting was not just that people were respond-

stumbling through an Oregon Shakespeare Festival

ing to the deer, including addressing the deer directly, but

Green Show.

that there was a great deal of passion behind their letters.
Instead of a debate between two humans with the deer remaining voiceless, here was a debate between the human
and the deer.
The Ashland deer responded to the first round of comments, in

Surely the wise business and tourism leaders of Ashland
appreciate that people visit our beautiful town of
Ashland to experience nature — not escape from it. They
visit to appreciate wildlife — not see it slaughtered.

the September 2015 issue, as follows:

I understand that we deer are not universally loved or

Your Ashland Deer Again,

of a national forest. If Ashland were to one day lose its

First, I wish to thank you for your thoughtful responses
to my initial letter. Clearly, this is an issue that incites
passions both for and against my species, your silent
cohabitants.

appreciated, but here in Ashland, we all live on the edge
wildlife, it would lose so much more.
Peacefully yours,
Your Ashland Deer

To the president of the Ashland Woodland and Trails

As these letters were running back and forth, a number of

Association, I did not wish to imply that all mountain

residents rallied for the city to act, which resulted in a “Deer

bikers drive dangerously. We deer do appreciate the

Summit” held later that year in the city council chambers. At

efforts of the vast majority of Ashlanders and visitors to

this standing-room-only meeting, the mayor claimed that he,

coexist with us in town as well as in the hills above town.

too, had been stalked by a deer. A few local experts, who had
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studied the deer issue for many years, said that sterilization
was futile, as was the idea of killing deer; other deer would
simply take their place.
But that didn’t prevent more than a dozen residents from
urging the city to undertake some sort of culling. Yet, as is
the case with so much abstract talk about killing animals, the
details are often far messier than people would like to admit.
Exactly how such a slaughter would be effected was unclear.
Would all residents be required to stay inside while hunters
roamed the streets with guns, or bows and arrows? This is why
so much nastiness occurs when killing wildlife remains in the
dark. We like to assume that hunters kill animals with one shot,
that animals feel nothing. We don’t want to think of deer wandering the streets with an arrow in their necks, or missing legs,
or bleeding on our sidewalks. Fortunately, about a dozen residents spoke up in defense of the deer. For every woman who
said she felt in danger walking the streets of Ashland, another
woman spoke up saying she felt perfectly safe.
Two years later, I’m happy to report that no culling has been
proposed. The city now posts warning signs when residents
report being harassed by deer, and no-feeding signs have gone
up as well. I don’t believe the issue has gone away so much
as hibernated as other, more pressing issues took precedent.
But I do believe the deer articles made a difference. Because

HUMOR MAY SUCCEED WHERE FACTS FAIL

the minute people begin addressing an animal the way one

The goal with these letters was to humanize the deer. When

addresses a human, something changes in the discussion.

an animal has a voice, that animal feels significantly closer to

Perhaps this is why those who resist the idea of animal rights

humans. Our companion animals speak to us, and more often

are so quick to tell activists not to “humanize” animals.

than not, we know exactly what they’re saying. If we can hear

There is no reason that deer alone can wield a pen. Certainly
other species that are often demonized, such as wolves,

them—and enjoy their Facebook and Instagram pages—why
not give voices to less popular species when it really matters?

cougars, and bears, could dash off a letter or two. And I encour-

Ultimately, I believe animal letters can help in activism. And

age anyone who faces deer conflicts—or any other human-wild-

they can be entertaining, both to write and to read. Our local

life conflict—in his or her town to copy these letters and reuse

Sneak Preview includes a regular feature at the back of the mag-

them as needed.

azine, profiling a member of the community with a Q and A.
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Needless to say, our Ashland Deer did not want to be left out.

Other than friends or family, what person do you

This profile published a few months after the Deer Summit, in

admire most? The fine people who came to my defense at

September of 2016:

City Hall last fall. It’s nice to know we deer have friends in

Profile: An Ashland Deer
Birthplace: Above the boulevard.
Birthdate: I don’t remember the exact date but it was dark,

high places.
What’s the first thing you turn to when you read a
daily newspaper? Weather forecast. I like to have the chance
to take cover rather than get stuck in a sudden downpour.

and the sky was clear.

Favorite part of the Sneak Preview: The letters.

Marital Status: Still playing the field.

Favorite hobbies: Chewing my cud. Also, looking into the

Tell us something about your organization and/or job:
I strive to visit Ashland’s most lush lawns and gardens. I also
enjoy posing for photographs as the tourists pass through town.
I like to think of us as the unofficial ambassadors of Ashland.
How long have you lived in Southern Oregon? Ever
since I was born.
Favorite movie: Any movie but Bambi or The Deer Hunter.
Favorite play: Into the Woods
Favorite actor: Joaquin Phoenix. He’s a big fan of all animals.
Favorite actress: Helen Mirren. She shared a wonderful
scene in The Queen with a member of my species.
Favorite TV show: Downton Abbey. Oh, how I yearn for
those juicy gardens!
Favorite radio station: KSKQ
Favorite book of all time: Animal Farm
What book are you currently reading? I tend to read less

windows of people’s homes at night and catching the latest
episode of Game of Thrones.
Favorite Beatle and/or Beatle song: “We Can Work it Out”
Favorite local restaurants: Lithia Park, and the median
along Siskiyou Boulevard.
What would you do if you won $10 million in the
lottery? Buy a few dozen of Ashland’s finest homes and turn
them into affordable housing, and take down all the deer fences.
What is the most important thing you learned as a
child? Look both ways before crossing the road.
What person or event had the biggest impact on your
life? My mother. When I still had my spots she told me that if
I was going to make it in this town I had to stand my ground
around dogs but also know when to run for it.
Proudest achievement: Getting to those sunflowers on
Gresham Street.
Favorite thing about Ashland: So many organic gardens.
And so many kind and tolerant people who don’t mind when

during the busy summer months.

we nibble our way through.

Favorite magazine: Vegetarian Times.

At the time these pieces were published, I had not revealed

Favorite pet of all time: Any pet that is securely leashed.

at cafés and happy hours. I was glad that people were talking
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myself as the writer, and I listened to people discuss the topic
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about the deer in a way that they hadn’t before—in a way that
allowed for the animal to finally have a voice. Whether it’s a
letter to the editor or a profile that reveals a little bit of life in
someone else’s shoes, lending our voices to the animals takes
us farther down the path toward mutual understanding and—I
hope—peaceful coexistence.

John Yunker is a writer of plays, short stories, and novels
focused on human–animal relationships. He is the editor of the
anthology Among Animals: The Lives of Animals and Humans in
Contemporary Short Fiction (Ashland Creek Press, 2014), and cofounder of Ashland Creek Press, an independent press devoted to
environmental and animal rights literature. www.johnyunker.com.

Photo credits: John Yunker and Midge Raymond
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THE PROGRESS PARADOX
Samuel Schultz

When sitting down as a business major in a sustainability

of progress and success are fundamentally flawed, and this has

course at Loyola University Chicago, one of the first things you

led us down a dangerous path.

hear is that the concepts and worldviews you will be taught
will likely be in direct contrast to the economic ideas you have
been learning in the business school. And it’s true—almost
every business course relates to growth as an accepted and understood chief metric for success, while sustainability courses
showcase its dangers.

Our status quo mindset breeds a culture of hyper-consumerism. The goal of continuous economic growth tries to instill
the ideal that more consumption leads to happier consumers,
and that, in turn, these happy consumers will demand even
more, thus adding more dollars into the economy. But there
is no evident correlation between happiness and economic

The business course offerings culminate in the final year

growth. Gross domestic product per capita has skyrocketed in

of study with the Strategic Business Management capstone

the United States since the 1950s, but our country is no happier

course, in which students compete against one another in a

than it was during the 1970s.

simulation geared toward leading their own multinational corporation to the most growth possible. As a business major also
studying sustainability, the dichotomous nature of performing
this simulation while learning about the looming socio-environmental issues surrounding continued economic growth can
be quite disorienting.

Moreover, basic economics as it is currently taught to business
majors spends only a very short time discussing the negative
social and environmental effects that can result from capitalism and GDP growth. These include the overconsumption of
already deteriorating resources, the disparate impact of consumption in the Western world on the economies and lives of

But why is there such a massive conceptual disagreement within

people in Third-World countries, pollution and other environ-

the same university? Why is it that seemingly no major politi-

mental damage, etc. These so-called negative externalities are

cians in America come even close to suggesting that continued

brushed off as mere side effects, but they’re issues that show-

growth is dangerous, harmful, and impossible to sustain given

case the holes in the structure of the system entirely. Shouldn’t

our finite planetary boundaries? Why does the inclusion of any

the externalities be the focus of our models? Shouldn’t we start

alternative economic model in discussion in the public sphere

to think of social and environmental determinants as being

feel so far removed from our current status quo that bringing

measures of development and success instead of just eco-

one up almost seems like an illicit subject? Our measurements

nomic growth?
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externalities.

ideals present in sustainable operations directly contrast the

Consumers in developed countries don’t stop to think of the

ultra-competitive nature of our growth-driven, consumerist

environmental and social impacts of their purchasing because

society. Durability and modularity fly in the face of the con-

they’re largely unaffected by its effects. So, they consume more,

sumerist status quo. Repurposing materials for reuse requires

causing more extraction of resources, greater energy usage,

extra effort and money. And no one will lead the first step into

and massive amounts of waste. What is needed is a proactive

unfamiliar, economically regressive territory because of fear of

mindset adjustment to mitigate the risks of overconsumption

lagging behind in the competitive sphere.

Hyper-consumerism

feeds

these

negative

prior to their negative effects being realized. Frankly, though,
it’s irrational to expect to be able to change the lifestyles of millions of consumers in the developed world quickly enough to
reverse the damage already done—and unfair to put this burden
all on the consumer. For many, our current consumption-driven
mode of life is comfortable, and it’s incredibly difficult to change
an entire populace’s way of thinking. So, what we need to do is
to rethink operations on the business side—alter the design of
the products we’re consuming and the business processes sur-

Circularity and consumerism don’t need to conflict, though. To
realize the potential for design overhauls, we need to look at industry leaders who have already been innovating to make their
products and services more circular and sustainable. Tesla
Motors provides a stellar example for the beneficial possibilities of alternative design even within our current hyper-consumerist economic way of life. By creating a novel alternative
electric car built on the ideal of making travel more sustain-

rounding them to create circular, closed loops of production.

able, the company essentially created and monopolized its own

The first step is enhancing durability of goods. Consumerism

gling to gain footing before it came in.

drives companies to produce goods cheaply that are intended
to break down rather than last long, in an effort to drive future
sales—a phenomenon referred to as planned obsolescence.
But companies can mitigate loss of potential future sales and
simultaneously reduce resulting negative impacts by creating
alternative sources of revenue via alternative circular design.
They can create higher-quality, more durable products initially
with a service-oriented plan for maintenance/repair instead of
relying on product replacement. Companies can design goods
to be more modular, with changeable parts: so that if a piece

market for electric cars—an industry segment that was strug-

Its product design allows for a more closed loop with regards to
the effects of car travel, with substantially less non-renewable
energy usage and fewer pollutants. But Tesla’s innovations
aren’t just limited to its product development; they apply to
its business operations as well. The company has essentially
created a microcosm of a circular economic model for itself
through its buyback program. Because of its product development rate, Tesla comes out with new models frequently, allowing it to offer its customers a guaranteed buyback rate on

breaks down or a new upgrade comes out, a single part can

its Model S vehicles starting thirty-six months after purchase.

be replaced instead of the whole product. Create products spe-

It can therefore exercise complete control over the second-

cifically with plans for reuse: utilize materials and processes

ary market and generate an additional source of revenue if it

that allow them to be reused in production once more instead

wishes to sell the used vehicles again, while allowing it to reuse

of scrapped.

the resources and parts from older models in the production

What’s holding us back from already committing to these
circular adjustments? Many companies currently take baby

of newer ones. Tesla is able to satisfy demand and generate
revenue while at the same time reusing its resources.

steps, using post-consumer recycled materials in produc-

Innovations like Tesla’s are just an initial step, though. They’re

tion, investing in corporate social responsibility, etc. But the

small, imperfect steps toward a more circular economic model,
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but still don’t solve all the problems related to economic growth.
However, while status quo economic thought lags behind, we
must use such examples to guide adaptations of design to take
account for the fact that the economic principles of scarcity
apply on a global level.

Samuel Schultz is a senior at Loyola University Chicago’s Quinlan
School of Business with an information systems major and a
sustainability management minor. He grew up in an all-organic,
reuse-oriented, limited-waste household in Palatine, Illinois, and
he can thank (blame) his wonderful, ecologically-conscious mother
for fueling his passion for sustainability. He has a firm belief that
businesses hold both the capacity and ability to drive social and
environmental change in the world. However, in his last months of
college before being thrown into the business world to pursue that
change, he will continue to enjoy singing with his a cappella group
and exploring his very nerdy hobbies.
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VALUING VULNERABILITY
Kate Cummings

A review of Hope Ferdowsian, Phoenix Zones: Where Strength is Born
and Resilience Lives (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2018).

To be a body is to be vulnerable. Perhaps no one is more
qualified to speak about this than a doctor, whose very work
focuses on understanding the variation of human vulnerability. In Phoenix Zones, Hope Ferdowsian, M.D., is principally
concerned with eliminating a common and terrifying threat to
vulnerability: human violence. Phoenix zones is an expansion
of the medical term for trauma healing, “phoenix effect,” which
references the mythical bird that rises from the ashes of her

capacity to resiliently return to health supported by principles
that counteract structural violence.

own destruction. As a physician and researcher, Ferdowsian

The principles detailed in the book support a theory of phoenix

evaluates and treats survivors of torture and sexual violence. In

zones—a framework for stemming violence. The phoenix zone

addition to her clinical and human rights work, she advocates

principles are abstract, and it is difficult to imagine how they

for animal well-being and shapes policy to protect and promote

might be put to practical use. Frameworks like these, which

health for the most vulnerable.

align with Western and academic approaches, have largely

Ferdowsian’s voice echoes those of ethologist and compassion-

Ferdowsian seeks. Yet in the process of developing this theory,

ate conservationist Jane Goodall, whose pioneering scientific
work documented the complex lives of other animals, and Paul
Farmer, the anthropologist and physician who changed public
health interventions by conceptualizing structural violence to
describe the way in which societal structures create and perpetuate morbidity and mortality for marginalized individuals.
Phoenix Zones broadens the application of structural violence
to include the burden of suffering placed upon other animals.
Ferdowsian draws from compassionate conservation in her
attention to individual suffering. But her investigation goes

failed to enact the sort of revolutionary, culture-scale change
Ferdowsian illuminates the ways in which human suffering is
animal suffering, advancing the case for an understanding of
humans as animals.
The book opens with the story of Mary Ellen, the first child in the
United States to receive legal protection from violence. It was
the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(ASPCA) founder Henry Bergh who made the case that, “The
child is an animal. If there is no justice for it as a human being,
it shall at least have the rights of the cur in the street”(3).

beyond patterns of violence experienced by humans and other

Many readers will be surprised to learn that US legal frame-

animals; in so doing, she documents how all animals share the

works for protecting the vulnerable were enacted on the
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common experience of humans and other animals. While the

This is the strongest contribution of the book. If readers are con-

ASPCA’s Henry Bergh committed his life to working on behalf

vinced that giving up the worldview that separates humans from

of both humans and other animals, he resisted attempts to bring

other animals is an essential step toward reducing violence,

the two together; he felt that such a parallel would weaken the

Phoenix Zones will contribute to important cultural change.

work on behalf of both. His efforts to create protection were

However, from the book’s structure and tone, it was unclear

already too far beyond the mainstream for most of his peers to

to me who the intended audience might be. While the subject

accept; Ferdowsian describes how he was socially ridiculed for

will appeal to human rights and animal well-being advocates,

championing this work. And yet, what Bergh could not imagine

the book’s organization around the principles that comprise

promoting is what Ferdowsian considers essential for the erad-

the theory of phoenix zones may prevent non-academic readers

ication of violence—a worldview that acknowledges shared vul-

from becoming engaged. And yet the lack of attention to coher-

nerability. Without such a cultural shift in vision, any attempts

ence together with the often-casual tone of the writing made

at protections for the vulnerable are mere brushstrokes painted

me question whether an academic audience would embrace the

onto an unsafe structure. Phoenix Zones posits that only re-

book. Such discordance distracted from Ferdowsian’s message of

structuring the system that facilitates acts of domination can

acknowledging the animality—the embodiment, mortality, pas-

create true, lasting protection for the vulnerable.

sions, and vulnerability—that humans share with other species.

The shared vulnerability of humans and animals is not a new

How much science and how many stories do
we need to be convinced that harm should
be reduced for the health of all?

concept. Many cultures have developed complex ways of acknowledging and sustaining human interdependence with
the living world.1 Phoenix Zones does not address these often
ancient, established worldviews, focusing instead upon the
history of the Western, dominant culture with its worldview of
separation and hierarchy.
Challenging the system of hierarchy that enables violence is
the work of Phoenix Zones. In examining the danger of distinctions, Ferdowsian clarifies how violence operates, laying bare
the socially embedded prejudices that facilitate conceptual separation among vulnerable populations. The epidemiological
frame Ferdowsian employs in examining violence-as-pathogen
reveals that domination is the vector that must be eradicated to protect the health of every vulnerable being. Just as the
Anopheles mosquito needs a warm and humid habitat to transmit the malaria parasite, domination depends upon a hierarchical worldview to transmit violence. To reduce violence, we
need to nurture a culture in which hierarchical ways of understanding and relating cannot take root. We need to recognize

Ferdowsian dedicates most of the book to dismantling ideas
that separate humans from other animals. She shares the
stories of individuals like Julia, the pig rescued from torture
in a gestation chamber who recovered at a farm sanctuary by
nurturing adopted piglets. Readers learn of Rasha, the abused
zoo elephant who responded with affection and gratitude when
her trainer spoke gentle words in place of commonplace beatings. Elements of these other animals’ experiences parallel the
human stories Ferdowsian shares. Accounts like these, alongside neurological findings, blur the distinction between human
and animal in the embodied experience of vulnerability. Survival
is the fundamental pursuit of biological life; this is written in
our bodies. As Ferdowsian points out, “We as humans feel pain
because we are animals and because it can keep us alive.”(33)

that humans and other animals suffer in the same ways. Rather

In a disturbing paradox, this shared capacity for feeling has en-

than exploit, we need to value vulnerability.

couraged more violence. Ferdowsian describes how scientists
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have long abused other animals in attempts to illuminate

Moral residual reminds me of the teachings of plant biologist

physical and emotional aspects of human beings. The history

Robin Kimmerer, who urges us to be guided by gratitude in

of animal suffering in scientific research further confirms that

all of our relationships.3 Kimmerer’s philosophy grew from the

a worldview of humans as separate from animals is culturally

worldview of her Potawatomi people. In many ways, though

rooted and, notably, related to the worldview that distinguish-

the ideas in Phoenix Zones are derived from Western knowl-

es mind from body, emphasizing the mind’s knowing as sepa-

edge, Ferdowsian actually points back toward more enduring,

rate from and superior to the body’s experiencing.

holistic ways of understanding.

Beyond violence toward all animals, Ferdowsian does not

The concept of moral residual is a unifying treasure that can

address the effects of a hierarchical worldview. I found myself
wondering how abandoning a worldview of human superiority might affect our relationship to the rest of the living world.
Where would Ferdowsian draw the line in defining a phoenix
zone? Does it include the freedom of rivers to run? Of plants to
propagate? Trees to communicate? What, exactly, is the sound
of suffering? Poet and novelist Brian Doyle’s inspiration and
caution comes to mind: for all we know, we do not know very

complicate, in the best way, conversations among communities
of care. Admitting that we all exchange the experience of vulnerability allows us to meet at our ideological borders as equals:
animal well-being advocate and ecologist, farmer and environmentalist, vegan and hunter. How are we each participating in
building a kinder, healthier world? Attending to our moral residual is one expression of gratitude, of humility, of being animal.

much.2 Phoenix Zones shines a light where all our knowing

In Phoenix Zones, Hope Ferdowsian has made a manifesto for

has not amounted to much when measured by well-being.

our animality. She shows the power and possibility in embrac-

How much science and how many stories do we need to be

ing the extraordinary view of ourselves as animals—animate—

convinced that harm should be reduced for the health of all?

within a living, breathing, vulnerable world of life. Within this

How far could we extend to secure the fundamental vulner-

worldview of relatedness our actions will honor the vulnerabil-

ability that unites all life? While Ferdowsian’s work does not

ity we share regardless of species distinction. This calls for us

touch upon these questions, such inquiry seems a natural ex-

to attend to our animal nature for, as Ferdowsian’s book doc-

tension of the worldview she advances. It is worth noting that

uments, our bodies are where we can experience trauma; our

Ferdowsian offers readers a concept for reworking the world-

bodies are the places where we can find resilience; our bodies

view of separation, a lens through which to practice viewing

are the fertile grounds from which phoenixes can fly.

our interconnectivity and a way of choosing to act that values
the vulnerability we share with all living beings.
A certain violence makes life possible. As living beings, we all

Kate Cummings serves as Editor for the Center for Humans and
Nature’s Questions for a Resilient Future.

participate in this give and take of life. When it comes to the
broad world of life, we cannot remove ourselves from cycles of

NOTES

harm, which are cycles of life, but we can carefully reduce the

1. J. Robbins, “Native Knowledge: What Ecologists Are Learning from Indigenous People,”
Yale Environment 360, April 26, 2018. Accessed May 1, 2018. https://e360.yale.edu/features/
native-knowledge-what-ecologists-are-learning-from-indigenous-people.

harms we require for life. And we can act out of worldviews
that connect rather than subjugate. To this end, Ferdowsian
offers the concept of moral residual: the obligations each of us
have to reduce the harms for which we are responsible.

2. B. Doyle, “On the Emotional Lives of Animals...” Book Keeping, http://fsgbookkeeping.
com/on-the-emotional-lives-of-animals-brian-doyle/. Accessed April 25, 2018.
3. R. Kimmerer, “Returning the Gift,” Minding Nature 7, no. 2 (May 2014), https://www.
humansandnature.org/returning-the-gift.
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A COLLECTION FOR A WHOLE EARTH
Amanda Keener

Review of: Taylor Brorby and Stefanie Brook Trout, eds. Fracture:
Essays, Poems, and Stories on Fracking America (North Liberty, IA:
Ice Cube Press, 2016).

Before reading the large, diverse collection of essays, poems,
and stories in Fracture, like many, I was concerned about
fracking’s violation of the land and communities, but I did not
fully grasp the wrong that it does. Fracture makes the reasons
why fracking, or frac-sands mining, is wrong crystal clear, but
it also gives voice to the complicated perspectives and socioeconomic factors that have helped to continue the practice.
This anthology hosts the writings of nearly fifty accomplished
authors, exploring the complexities of fracking through firsthand experiences, investigative journalism, storytelling, and
verse. Each of the collected works has an extremely personal
tone to it; this, paired with the talent of the writers, creates
a treasury of outlooks that are more accessible and easier to
relate to than purely scientific writing and articles. As a reader
who had little experience with the complexity of the issues surrounding fracking, Fracture offered a selection of very engaging works that are accessible to a wider audience, including my
novice self. Thanks to this collection, I have now become well
versed in the beliefs of both camps on the issue, and in the so-

violence, against the Earth, and tying this to violence against
womanhood and the female body. This begins in the Foreword,
by Barbara Hud, titled “Fracking: A Fable”: “the shale shattered, the black rock spider-webbed with skinny fissures as the
above world inserted its tendrils, and into those tiny rifts we
rammed more sand to keep them wedged open wider” (iii). It
continues in Amy Weldon’s essay, “A Miniature Handbook for
New Women Activists”: “over and over, a woman who’s done
nothing wrong suffers anyway. Her body is the holding pool for
the runoff of centuries’ worth of neuroses, rages, and toxins,
figurative and literal” (43).
Fracture alternates between these deeply personal essays and
poems and works that consist primarily of science or investigative journalism. This juxtaposition jolted me emotionally.
Supporting personal, traumatic accounts with scientific facts

cioeconomics that complicate the matter further.

and with powerful firsthand stories allows the different types

There are repeated metaphors—and realities—throughout

hanced the writing’s staying power in my mind. There are shock-

of writing to work in partnership with one another, and this en-

Fracture, driving home the importance of these factors and

ing details about the industry that some may not even consider,

issues within the fracking industry. One of the persistent com-

such as the Halliburton loopholes, the nasty substance referred

parisons is the expression of fracking as a form of violation, and

to as “brine,” and other aspects of the complicated nature of the
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fracking industry on all levels. The use of storytelling through-

by Beth Loffreda in her essay, “Towards”: “How often, when

out the anthology, whether in non-fiction, fiction, or poetry,

energy money turns up, do women re-learn in a variety of

has been executed in such a way that the writing can convey

drably quotidian ways, their worth?” (179). The most preva-

complicated or dense scientific and economic issues in an en-

lent issue is the destruction of natural beauty, the livelihoods of

gaging and even riveting manner.

communities, and our shared histories. Andrea Peacock writes

The issue of fracking is one with many sides, and this collection doesn’t make easy assumptions; it does not oversimplify
or assert only one point of view. Frequently authors manage to
take the middle ground or to offer insight into the complicated
fracking industry and how people and the Earth have become
entangled within it. In this way, the success of the anthology
doesn’t just come across in the clear talent of its authors, but
also in the wide range of frames of reference and issues that
they offer; in the different ways in which similar issues are discussed; and in the difficulty that is realized when an issue is so
complicated. Take, for example, the realization that Maryann
Lesert has in her essay, “The Ultimate Out of Balance”: “As
he and I stood and talked, the feeling that good people with
good intentions were blasting the earth below us with horrible
chemicals and sand mined at great cost brought on that awful
sense that there was no stopping the process” (358).
Although Fracture frequently offers a level-headed interpretation, it also tackles the heartbreaking extent at which fracking
ruins and extinguishes the life it surrounds, such as in Antonia
Felix’s piece, “The Extravagance of Vice,” in which the livelihood of a family, their history on the land, and the promise and
hope that can be found in the future is stolen.
Some of the essays resemble those of other great environmental authors, such as Stephanie Mills essay, “Last Call: Frack

of world heritage sites being obscured by gas pads in “Three
Rivers Quartet,” raising the question: What will we exchange
for economic stability? And how much have we already given
away? This question is addressed, and sometimes answered,
throughout the book.
In some cases, Fracture offers space for reflection on what has
already been done and cannot be reversed, such as in Richard
Manning’s, “Now We’re Talking Price,” in which he explores
the ways that nature—specifically the badlands—can soothe
grief and help it to subside, and the resulting deep wound that
the destruction of these places causes.
The collection closes with a poem by Alison Hawthorne
Denning, “Homeland Security.” It offers a refreshing point of
view, the slice of lemon on the rim of a clean glass of water—a
glass this book has made clear is a great treasure that we
should not take for granted, and that we should protect: “What
is earth to an astronaut? / It is the exception to emptiness”
(441). Denning thus offers that we quite literally need to see
the bigger picture in a wholesome and concise way.

The issue of fracking is one with many
sides, and this collection doesn’t make easy
assumptions; it does not oversimplify or
assert only one point of view.

Wells, Wood Frogs, and Leopold’s Ethic.” Mills description of
the changing land around her Michigan home is reminiscent of
Joy Williams essay, “One Acre,” in her book, Ill Nature.

Overall this is a wonderful, eye-opening, and heartbreak-

In Fracture there are also some frequently recurring images

our present world. Although its size could be intimidating, it

used consistently throughout the collection—for instance,

is an engaging and entertaining read about a subject that is

white trucks, light pollution, and sexism. The last is discussed

usually daunting. And there is some joy to be found between its

ing book that must be read, for the sake of our future and
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covers—joy in the beauty of the Earth that we share, and in the
understanding we find in one another.
Fracking is an issue so all-encompassing that it has brought
together voices from nearly all genres of writing, just as it has
brought together communities and countries. I can think of no
better way to describe the foundation of this unity than in the
words of Louise A. Blum in her essay in this anthology, “Faith
on the Front Lines”:
What sustained me here on this blockade is not religion
but collective action—a faith not in the idea of heaven but
in the immediacy of earth in the connection between land
and water, in the knowledge that we live in a closed system
and that what we have is all we’ll ever get and that what we
lose is lost forever. (102)

Amanda Keener is a current graduate student in the Environmental
Arts and Humanities program at Oregon State University with a
focus in environmental writing. She earned a Bachelor of Arts in
English from Portland State University, where she wrote feature
articles for the Vanguard newspaper, and participated in wildlife
conservation grant writing. Prior to continuing her education, she
was a Corps Member in AmeriCorps NCCC, during which she led
community and field restoration projects throughout the East and
Gulf coasts.
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CHN Bookshelf
A regular feature calling attention to important books and articles
that CHN staff, board, and collaborating scholars are reading and
recommend. Quot libros, quam breve tempus.

11.2
J. Goodell
The Water Will Come: Rising Seas, Sinking Cities, and the
Remaking of the Civilized World (Little Brown and Co., 2017).

T. Morton
Humankind: Solidarity with Nonhuman People
(Verso, 2017).

S. Levitsky and D. Ziblat
How Democracies Die (Crown, 2018).

S. Pinker
Enlightenment Now: The Case for Reason, Science,
Humanism, and Progress (Viking, 2018).

A. Malm
The Progress of This Storm: Nature and Society in a
Warming World (Verso, 2018).

M. P. Vandenbergh and J. M. Gilligan
Beyond Politics: The Private Governance Response to
Climate Change (Cambridge University Press, 2017).

K. D. Moore
Great Tide Rising: Towards Clarity and Moral Courage in a
Time of Planetary Change (Counterpoint, 2016).
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THE TOTALITY OF LIFE

the Philosopher (“Recovering a Philosophy of
Nature”). They are bookended by meditations on
one of the most profound and transformative relationships of my dad’s life. Father Francis Kline’s
friendship revealed to my father a deep spirituality that he might not have otherwise recognized in
himself, and it lent language to a critical self-identification my dad had not yet made: Strachan the

CEA R A
DO N N EL L EY

Editorial Note: In this issue of Minding Nature, we
celebrate the posthumous publication of Strachan
Donnelley’s Frog Pond Philosophy: Essays on the
Relationship between Humans and Nature. The book
includes an Afterword written by its editors, Ceara
Donnelley and Bruce Jennings. The following is an
excerpt from a section of the Afterword written by
Ceara Donnelley. She can be seen discussing the book
at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LiZwRyaa2AE

Though this book was compiled in my dad’s final
few months, it is far more than a testament to
his equanimity and resolve in the face of mortality. Rather, it captures the evolution of those big
ideas and inscrutable questions that followed and
propelled my dad through his good life. At first
glance, the book’s sections may seem unconventional in that they contain works of academic philosophy alongside essays on natural encounters,
literature, political events, and even a close friend.

Woven throughout the book are common themes,
thinkers, and ideas. The modes of thought that
my dad practiced fed very much off one another,
and though these sections represent an evolution
of his thinking and his philosophical and practical concerns, it was a nuanced evolution (isn’t
it always?), with much circling back to seminal
themes, early ideas and notions, first intuited
roughly and later honed through thought and experience. Indeed, critical to an understanding of
this book, and my dad, is the faith that profound
insight and deep truth come in many forms and
through wildly diverse experience—so an idea
first sparked in grappling with Whitehead as a
graduate student may take shape later in a trout
stream, or while reading Russian literature, or
while listening to a great Verdian opus.

That is fitting—my father was an unconventional

The totality of life is what interested my dad.

man (or, as he came to call himself, a marginalist).

He wanted to live it, first and foremost; then try

When he first assembled these works, he identi-

to understand it; and then work to use that full

fied two dominant strands: those essays tackling

life and its contemplation to better this earthly

his philosophical “magic mountains” (see his own

world, its humans and nature alike. Throughout

introduction for an explanation of the term), and

this ambitious endeavor, my dad remained ever

those drawing on his encounters in the natural

humble—he was equally convinced of the need for

world, or the “living waters” (for such encoun-

deep thinking as he was of the fundamental limits

ters often, though not always, involved fly-fish-

of the human capacity to understand the natural

ing). But even he knew that these two categories

(including human) world and its workings. A fa-

could not capture the breadth of his writing, and

vorite line of my dad’s was “Ignoramus: we are

so it was up to us to find the right way to assemble

ignorant.” But that didn’t stop him from always

this volume.

trying to learn and understand more about the

The aspects of my dad’s mind and intellectual cu-
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Marginalist.

world in which we live, nor should it stop us.

riosity captured in the sections herein reflect the

What I hope to have conveyed in these brief words

dominant strands of his intellectual and personal

is that, in addition to a book about ideas formed

identity: Strachan the Agitator (“A Guide for the

through philosophy and fishing and living,

Naturally Perplexed”), Strachan the Naturalist

broadly speaking, this is also a book about an ex-

(“Variations on Aldo Leopold”), and Strachan

traordinary father. Growing up, my sisters and I
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met my dad’s magic mountains around the dinner
table, and we waded the living waters with him.
We were challenged to think big and beyond ourselves, but always with wisdom, humor, humility, and love. And we were, in the end, blessed by
a final gift I’m not sure my dad realized he gave
us: the witnessing of a graceful if untimely death,
a rare glimpse of the most profound of humans
and nature experiences. My hope for this book is
that it be an equally powerful gift to those who
read it, by provoking contemplation of what it is
to lead a good life, by asking big questions about
this human and natural world, and, hopefully, by
pointing the way to some answers.
Ceara Donnelley is Vice Chair of the Board of
Directors of the Center for Humans and Nature and
co-editor of her father’s posthumously published
book, Frog Pond Philosophy: Essays on the
Relationship Between Humans and Nature.
From Strachan Donnelley, Frog Pond Philosophy, eds.
Ceara Donnelly and Bruce Jennings (University Press
of Kentucky, 2018). Used with permission.
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